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A refined version of Grothendieck’s anabelian
conjecture for hyperbolic curves over finite fields
MOHAMED SAI¨DI and AKIO TAMAGAWA
Abstract. In this paper we prove a refined version of a theorem by Tamagawa
and Mochizuki on isomorphisms between (tame) arithmetic fundamental groups of
hyperbolic curves over finite fields, where one “ignores” the information provided
by a “small” set of primes.
§0. Introduction
§1. Review of the local theory
§2. Large and small sets of primes relative to a hyperbolic curve over a finite field
§3. Review of Mochizuki’s cuspidalization theory of proper hyperbolic curves over
finite fields
§4. Isomorphisms between geometrically pro-Σ arithmetic fundamental groups
§5. On the fundamental theorem of projective geometry
§0. Introduction. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p > 0 and U a hyperbolic
curve over k. Namely, U = X \ S, where X is a proper, smooth, geometrically
connected curve of genus g over k and S ⊂ X is a divisor which is finite e´tale of
degree r over k, such that 2 − 2g − r < 0. We have the following commutative
diagram of profinite groups:
1 → π1(U ×k k¯, ∗) → π1(U, ∗) → Gk → 1
↓ ↓ ‖
1 → πt1(U ×k k¯, ∗) → π
t
1(U, ∗) → Gk → 1
in which both rows are exact and all vertical arrows are surjective (and bijective
for r = 0). Here, Gk is the absolute Galois group Gal(k¯/k), ∗ means a suitable
geometric point, and π1 (resp. π
t
1) stands for the e´tale (resp. tame) fundamental
group. The following result is fundamental in the anabelian geometry of hyperbolic
curves over finite fields.
Theorem A (Tamagawa, Mochizuki). Let U , V be hyperbolic curves over finite
fields kU , kV , respectively. Let
α : π1(U, ∗)
∼
→ π1(V, ∗)
be an isomorphism of profinite groups. Then α arises from a uniquely determined
commutative diagram of schemes:
U˜
∼
−−−−→ V˜y y
U
∼
−−−−→ V
1
in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are the
profinite e´tale universal coverings determined by the profinite groups π1(U, ∗), π1(V, ∗),
respectively.
Theorem A was proved by Tamagawa (cf. [Tamagawa], Theorem (4.3)) in the
affine case (together with the variant where π1 is replaced by π
t
1), and by Mochizuki
(cf. [Mochizuki1], Theorem 3.2) in the proper case. It implies, in particular, that
one can embed a suitable category of hyperbolic curves over finite fields into the
category of profinite groups. It is essential in the anabelian philosophy of Grothen-
dieck, as was formulated in [Grothendieck], to be able to determine the image of
this functor. Recall that the full structure of the profinite group π1(U ×k k¯, ∗)
is unknown (for any single example of U which is hyperbolic). Hence, a fortiori,
the structure of π1(U, ∗) is unknown. (Even if we replace the fundamental groups
π1(U ×k k¯, ∗), π1(U, ∗) by the tame fundamental groups π
t
1(U ×k k¯, ∗), π
t
1(U, ∗),
respectively, the situation is just the same.) Thus, the problem of determining the
image of the above functor seems to be quite difficult, at least for the moment. In
this paper we investigate the following question:
Question 0.1. Is it possible to prove any result analogous to the above Theorem A
where π1(U, ∗) is replaced by some (continuous) quotient of π1(U, ∗) whose structure
is better understood?
Let Primes be the set of all prime numbers. Let Σ = ΣX ⊂ Primes be a
set of prime numbers containing at least one prime number different from the
characteristic p. Let C be the full class of finite groups whose cardinality is di-
visible only by primes in Σ. Let ∆U
def
= πt1(U ×k k, ∗)
Σ be the maximal pro-C
quotient of πt1(U ×k k, ∗). Here, if Σ does not contain p, the structure of ∆U is
well understood: ∆U is isomorphic to the pro-Σ completion of a certain well-known
finitely generated discrete group (i.e., either a free group or a surface group). Let
ΠU
def
= πt1(U, ∗)/Ker(π
t
1(U×k k, ∗)։ π
t
1(U×k k, ∗)
Σ) be the corresponding quotient
of πt1(U, ∗). We shall refer to ΠU as the maximal geometrically pro-Σ quotient of
the tame fundamental group πt1(U, ∗) or, in short, the geometrically pro-Σ tame
fundamental group of U . (When Σ does not contain p, we may and shall refer to
it as the maximal geometrically pro-Σ quotient of the fundamental group π1(U, ∗)
or, in short, the geometrically pro-Σ fundamental group of U .)
Question 0.2. Is it possible to prove any result analogous to the above Theorem
A where π1(U, ∗) is replaced by ΠU , for some non-empty set of prime numbers Σ
containing at least one prime number different from the characteristic p?
The first set Σ to consider is the set Σ
def
= Primes \ {characteristic = p}. In
this case we shall refer to ΠU as the maximal geometrically prime-to-characteristic
quotient of the fundamental group π1(U, ∗). We have the following result:
Theorem B (A Prime-to-p Version of Grothendieck’s Anabelian Con-
jecture for Hyperbolic Curves over Finite Fields). Let U , V be hyperbolic
curves over finite fields kU , kV , respectively. Let ΣU
def
= Primes \ {char(kU )},
ΣV
def
= Primes \ {char(kV )}, and write ΠU , ΠV for the geometrically pro-ΣU e´tale
fundamental group of U , and the geometrically pro-ΣV e´tale fundamental group of
V , respectively. Let
α : ΠU
∼
→ ΠV
2
be an isomorphism of profinite groups. Then α arises from a uniquely determined
commutative diagram of schemes:
U˜
∼
−−−−→ V˜y y
U
∼
−−−−→ V
in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are the
profinite e´tale coverings corresponding to the groups ΠU , ΠV , respectively.
Theorem B was proved by Sa¨ıdi and Tamagawa (cf. [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Corol-
lary 3.10). Our main result in this paper is the following refined version of the
above Theorems A and B (cf. Theorem 4.22).
Theorem C (A Refined Version of the Grothendieck Anabelian Con-
jecture for Proper Hyperbolic Curves over Finite Fields). Let X, Y be
proper hyperbolic curves over finite fields kX , kY of characteristic pX , pY , respec-
tively. Let ΣX ,ΣY ⊂ Primes be sets of prime numbers and set Σ
′
X
def
= Primes\ΣX ,
Σ′Y
def
= Primes\ΣY . Assume that neither the Σ
′
X-adic representation ρΣ′X : GkX →∏
l∈Σ′
X
GL(Tl(JX)) nor the Σ
′
Y -adic representation ρΣ′Y : GkY →
∏
l∈Σ′
Y
GL(Tl(JY )),
arising from the Jacobian varieties JX , JY of X, Y , respectively, is injective. Write
ΠX , ΠY for the geometrically pro-ΣX e´tale fundamental group of X and the geo-
metrically pro-ΣY e´tale fundamental group of Y , respectively. Let
α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY
be an isomorphism of profinite groups. Then α arises from a uniquely determined
commutative diagram of schemes:
X˜
∼
−−−−→ Y˜y y
X
∼
−−−−→ Y
in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are the
profinite e´tale coverings corresponding to the groups ΠX , ΠY , respectively.
Note that the extra assumptions on ΣX and ΣY in Theorem C are satisfied if Σ
′
X ,
Σ′Y are finite. We show that sets of primes ΣX and ΣY satisfying the conditions in
Theorem C must be of (natural) density 6= 0, while given any ǫ > 0 there exist sets
of primes ΣX and ΣY of (natural) density < ǫ satisfying the conditions in Theorem
C (cf. Remark 2.8).
Theorem C above implies a “similar” version for affine hyperbolic curves (cf.
Theorem 4.23).
Theorem D (A Refined Version of the Grothendieck Anabelian Con-
jecture for (Not Necessarily Proper) Hyperbolic Curves over Finite
Fields). Let U , V be (not necessarily proper) hyperbolic curves over finite fields
kU , kV of characteristic pU , pV , respectively. Let ΣU ,ΣV ⊂ Primes, be sets of
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prime numbers, and set Σ′U
def
= Primes \ ΣU , Σ
′
V
def
= Primes \ ΣV . Write ΠU , ΠV
for the geometrically pro-ΣU tame fundamental group of U and the geometrically
pro-ΣV tame fundamental group of V , respectively. Let
α : ΠU
∼
→ ΠV
be an isomorphism of profinite groups. Assume that there exist open subgroups
ΠU ′ ⊂ ΠU , ΠV ′ ⊂ ΠV , which correspond to each other via α, i.e., ΠV ′ = α(ΠU ′),
corresponding to e´tale coverings U ′ → U , V ′ → V , such that the smooth com-
pactifications X ′ of U ′ and Y ′ of V ′ are hyperbolic, and that neither the Σ′U -adic
representation ρΣ′
U
: GkU′ →
∏
l∈Σ′
U
GL(Tl(JX′)) nor the Σ
′
V -adic representation
ρΣ′
V
: GkV ′ →
∏
l∈Σ′
V
GL(Tl(JY ′)), arising from the Jacobian varieties JX′ , JY ′
of X ′, Y ′, respectively, is injective. (Here, kU ′ , kV ′ denote the fields of constants
of U ′, V ′, respectively.) Then α arises from a uniquely determined commutative
diagram of schemes:
U˜
∼
−−−−→ V˜y y
U
∼
−−−−→ V
in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are the
profinite e´tale coverings corresponding to the groups ΠU , ΠV , respectively.
In what follows we explain the steps/ideas of the proof of Theorem C. Starting
from an isomorphism
α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY
between profinite groups, one can first, using well-known results on the group-
theoretic characterization of decomposition groups in arithmetic fundamental groups
as in [Tamagawa] (the so-called local theory), establish a set-theoretic bijection
φ : Xcl \ EX
∼
→ Y cl \ EY
between the set of closed points of X , Y , outside some “exceptional sets” EX ( X
cl
and EY ( Y
cl, respectively, such that α(Dx) = Dφ(x) for x ∈ X
cl \ EX where Dx,
Dφ(x) denote the decomposition group of x, φ(x) in ΠX , ΠY , respectively (which
are only defined up to conjugation). It is not difficult to prove p
def
= pX = pY and
Σ
def
= ΣX = ΣY . As a technical step in the proof we resort to a specific auxiliary
prime number l and consider the Zl-extensions k
l
X , k
l
Y , of kX , kY , respectively.
Let X l
def
= X ×kX k
l
X , and Y
l def= Y ×kY k
l
Y . Write EXl
def
= EX ×kX k
l
X (resp.
EY l
def
= EY ×kY k
l
Y ), OEXl , OEY l for the rings of rational functions on X
l, Y l whose
poles are disjoint from EXl , EY l , respectively, and O
×
E
Xl
, O×E
Y l
the multiplicative
groups of OE
Xl
, OE
Y l
, respectively. We have a natural set-theoretic bijection φl :
(X l)cl\EXl
∼
→ (Y l)cl\EY l . Next, certain finite index subgroups H
×
Xl
, H×
Y l
of O×E
Xl
,
O×E
Y l
are naturally associated with α via Kummer theory, such that α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY
induces a commutative diagram:
H×
Xl
/((klX)
×{Σ′})
ρ′
←−−−− H×
Y l
/((klY )
×{Σ′})y y
H×
Xl
/(klX)
× ρ¯←−−−− H×
Y l
/(klY )
×
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in which the vertical arrows are the natural surjective homomorphisms and the
horizontal arrows are natural isomorphisms induced by α, where Σ′
def
= Primes \Σ,
and (klX)
×{Σ′} (resp. (klY )
×{Σ′}) is the Σ′-primary part of the multiplicative group
(klX)
× (resp. (klY )
× ).
The isomorphism ρ¯ : H×
Y l
/(klY )
× ∼→ H×
Xl
/(klX)
× between subgroups of groups
of principal divisors supported outside exceptional sets has the property that it
preserves the valuations of functions, with respect to the set-theoretic bijection
φl : (X l)cl \ EXl
∼
→ (Y l)cl \ EY l . We think of elements of O
×
E
Xl
/((klX)
×{Σ′}) and
O×E
Y l
/((klY )
×{Σ′}) as ”pseudo-functions”, i.e., classes of rational functions with di-
visor supported outside exceptional sets, modulo Σ′-primary constants. In particu-
lar, given a pseudo-function f ′ ∈ O×E
Xl
/((klX)
×{Σ′}) (resp. g′ ∈ O×E
Y l
/((klY )
×{Σ′})),
and a closed point x ∈ Xcl \ EX (resp. y ∈ Y
cl \ EY ) it makes sense to consider
the Σ-value f ′(x) ∈ (k(x)×)Σ (resp. g′(y) ∈ (k(y)×)Σ) of f ′ (resp. g′) (cf. Lemma
4.5 and the discussion before it). Here, (k(x)×)Σ, (k(y)×)Σ denote the maximal
Σ-primary quotient of the multiplicative group of the residue fields k(x), k(y), re-
spectively. Then the isomorphism ρ′ : H×
Y l
/((klY )
×{Σ′}) → H×
Xl
/((klX)
×{Σ′}) has
the property that it preserves the Σ-value of the pseudo-functions with respect to
the set-theoretic bijection φl : (X l)cl \ EXl
∼
→ (Y l)cl \ EY l . Let RXl
def
= 〈H×
Xl
〉,
RY l
def
= 〈H×
Y l
〉 denote the abelian subgroups of OE
Xl
, OE
Y l
generated by H×
Xl
,
H×
Y l
, respectively. In fact, RXl , RY l are subalgebras of OEXl , OEY l over k
l
X , k
l
Y ,
respectively, having the same fields of fractions, and OE
Xl
, OE
Y l
are the normaliza-
tions of RXl , RY l , respectively. We think of the multiplicative groups H
×
Xl
/(klX)
×,
H×
Y l
/(klY )
× as subsets of the projective spaces P(RXl), P(RY l) associated to the
infinite-dimensional klX-vector space RXl , k
l
Y -vector space RY l , respectively. Us-
ing again, in an essential way, the fact that the set Σ satisfies the assumptions in
Theorem C we show that the isomorphism ρ¯ : H×
Y l
/(klY )
× → H×
Xl
/(klX)
× viewed
as a bijection between subsets of the projective spaces P(RY l) and P(RXl) pre-
serves “partial” collineations in the following sense: given a line ℓ ⊂ P(RY l) such
that ℓ ∩ (H×
Y l
/(klY )
×) 6= ∅ then there exists a unique line ℓ′ ⊂ P(RXl) such
that ℓ′ ∩ (H×
Xl
/(klX)
×) 6= ∅ and ρ¯(ℓ ∩ (H×
Y l
/(klY )
×)) = ℓ′ ∩ (H×
Xl
/(klX)
×). If
H×
Xl
/(klX)
× = O×E
Xl
/(klX)
×, H×
Y l
/(klY )
× = O×E
Y l
/(klY )
×, and EX = EY = ∅, then
ρ¯ : K×
Y l
/(klY )
× → K×
Xl
/(klX)
× is a bijection between points of the projective spaces
P(KY l) and P(KXl), which preserves collineations, where KXl (resp. KY l) is the
function field of X l (resp. Y l). Thus, by the fundamental theorem of projective
geometry, it arises from a unique semi-linear isomorphism (KXl ,+)
∼
→ (KY l ,+).
Unfortunately, at this stage we are even not able to prove that the exceptional
sets EX and EY are finite. This causes a very serious difficulty. To overcome
this difficulty, we prove, in §5, a refined version of the fundamental theorem of
projective geometry, which may be of interest independently of the topic of this
paper (cf. Theorem 5.7), and which applies well in our situation in order to recover
the ring structures of OE
Xl
, OE
Y l
, respectively. More precisely, given a commu-
tative field k we define the notion of an admissible set S of subsets of P1(k) (cf.
Definition 5.4) (roughly speaking these are sets consisting of “small” subsets of
P1(k)). For a subset U ⊂ P(V ) of a projective space P(V ) associated to a k-vector
space V , we define the notion of being S-ample where S as above is admissible
(cf. Definition 5.6). Roughly speaking, being S-ample means that U is “sufficiently
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large” in some sense (cf. loc. cit.). Let L(V ) be the set of lines in P(V ), and
L(V )U
def
= {ℓ ∈ L(V ) | ℓ ∩ U 6= ∅}. Our main result is the following (cf. Theorem
5.7).
Theorem E (A Refined Version of the Fundamental Theorem of Projec-
tive Geometry). Let Vi be a ki-vector space for i = 1, 2. Assume that dimki(Vi) ≥
3 for i = 1, 2. Let Ui be a subset of P(Vi) for i = 1, 2, and assume that Ui is Si-
ample for some admissible set Si of subsets of P
1(ki) for i = 1, 2. Let σ : U1
∼
→ U2
and τ : L(V1)U1
∼
→ L(V2)U2 be bijections such that for each ℓ ∈ L(V1)U1, one has
τ(ℓ)U2 = σ(ℓU1). Then, each such (σ, τ) : (U1,L(V1)U1)
∼
→ (U2,L(V2)U2) uniquely
extends to a collineation (σ˜, τ˜) : (P(V1),L(V1))
∼
→ (P(V2),L(V2)). Thus, σ˜ is a
bijection between projective spaces which preserves collineation. In particular, there
exists an isomorphism µ : k1
∼
→ k2, and a µ-semi-linear isomorphism of abelian
groups λ : (V1,+)
∼
→ (V2,+) that induces (σ, τ) : (U1,L(V1)U1)
∼
→ (U2,L(V2)U2).
Moreover, such an isomorphism (µ, λ) is unique up to scalar multiplication.
Theorem E applies well in our case. More precisely, applying Theorem E to the
above situation we deduce that there exists a unique isomorphism ρ˜ : P(RY l)
∼
→
P(RXl) which extends the bijection ρ¯ : H
×
Y l
/(klY )
× → H×
Xl
/(klX)
× and ρ˜ preserves
collineation. In particular, the bijection ρ˜ arises from a ψ0-isomorphism
ψ : (RY l ,+)
∼
→ (RXl ,+),
where ψ0 : k
l
Y
∼
→ klX is a field isomorphism. Namely, ψ is an isomorphism of abelian
groups which is semilinear with respect to ψ0 in the sense that ψ(ax) = ψ0(a)ψ(x)
for a ∈ klY and x ∈ RY l . Further, ψ0 is uniquely determined and ψ is uniquely
determined up to scalar multiplication. Moreover, if we normalize the isomorphism
ψ : (RY l ,+)
∼
→ (RXl ,+), by the condition ψ(1) = 1, it becomes a ring isomorphism
such that the diagram
RXl
ψ
←−−−− RY lx x
klX
ψ0
←−−−− klY
commutes. Further, ψ induces a natural commutative diagram
X l
ψ
−−−−→ Y ly y
X
ψ
−−−−→ Y
where the horizontal maps are scheme isomorphisms and the vertical maps are nat-
ural morphisms. By passing to open subgroups of ΠX and ΠY which correspond to
each other via α, one constructs the desired scheme isomorphism X˜
∼
→ Y˜ which is
compatible with the isomorphism ψ : X
∼
→ Y . Here, one has to overcome the diffi-
culty that the assumptions on the set Σ in Theorem C are not preserved by passing
to open subgroups: even if the representation ρΣ′,X : GkX →
∏
l∈Σ′ GL(Tl(JX))
is not injective and ΠX′ ⊂ ΠX is an open subgroup, the representation ρΣ′,X′ :
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GkX′ →
∏
l∈Σ′ GL(Tl(JX′)) might be injective. We overcome this problem by in-
troducing certain (weaker but more technical) conditions which are preserved by
passing to open subgroups.
In §1, we review the main results of the local theory mainly from [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1],
and how various invariants of the curve X can be recovered group-theoretically from
ΠX . In §2, we define and discuss the notion of large set of primes relative to a hy-
perbolic curve over a finite field. In §3, we review the main results of Mochizuki’s
theory of cuspidalization of e´tale fundamental groups of proper hyperbolic curves,
which plays an essential role in this paper. In §4, we prove our main results: The-
orem C and Theorem D. In §5, we prove the refined version of the fundamental
theorem of projective geometry: Theorem E.
Remark 0.3. (i) A function field version of the main results of the present paper
is given in [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3]. (See also [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1] and [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa2]
for the special case Σ = Primes \ {p}.)
(ii) At the moment of writing this paper, we do not know (even in the function
field case) if pro-l versions of the above results hold, namely if the above Theorems
C and D hold (under a certain Frobenius-preserving assumption) in the case where
Σ = {l} consists of a single prime l which is different form p.
§1. Review of the local theory. In this section we briefly review the main
results in [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], §1 concerning the local theory in arithmetic funda-
mental groups of hyperbolic curves over finite fields. Let X be a proper, smooth, ge-
ometrically connected curve over a finite field k = kX of characteristic p = pX > 0.
Write K = KX for the function field of X .
Let S be a (possibly empty) finite set of closed points of X , and set U = US
def
=
X \ S. We assume that U is hyperbolic.
Fix a separable closure Ksep = KsepX of K, and write k = kX for the algebraic
closure of k in Ksep. Write
GK
def
= Gal(Ksep/K),
Gk
def
= Gal(k/k)
for the absolute Galois groups of K and k, respectively.
The tame fundamental group πt1(U) with respect to the base point defined by
Ksep (where “tame” is with respect to the complement of U in X) can be naturally
identified with a quotient of GK . Write Gal(K
t
U/K) for this quotient. (In case
S = ∅, we also write KurU for K
t
U .) It is easy to see that K
t
U contains Kk.
Let Σ = ΣX be a set of prime numbers that contains at least one prime number
different from p. Write
Σ†
def
= Σ \ {p}.
Thus, Σ† 6= ∅ by our assumption. Denote by ZˆΣ
†
the maximal pro-Σ† quotient of
Zˆ. Set Σ′ = Σ′X = Primes \ ΣX . We say that Σ is cofinite if ♯(Σ
′) <∞.
We define K˜U to be the maximal pro-Σ subextension of Kk in K
t
U . Now, set
ΠU = Gal(K˜U/K),
which is a quotient of πt1(U) = Gal(K
t
U/K). This fits into the exact sequence
1→ ∆U → ΠU
prU→ Gk → 1.
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Here, ∆U is the maximal pro-Σ quotient of π
t
1(U), where, for a k-scheme Z, we set
Z
def
= Z ×k k.
Define X˜U to be the integral closure of X in K˜U . Define U˜ to be the integral
closure of U in K˜U , which can be naturally identified with the inverse image (as an
open subscheme) of U in X˜U . Define S˜U to be the inverse image (as a set) of S in
X˜U .
For a scheme Z, write Zcl for the set of closed points of Z. Then we have
Xcl = U cl
∐
S,
(X˜U )
cl = U˜ cl
∐
S˜U .
Moreover, (X˜U )
cl admits a natural action of ΠU , and the corresponding quotient
can be naturally identified with Xcl.
For each x˜ ∈ (X˜U )
cl, we define the decomposition group Dx˜ ⊂ ΠU (respectively,
the inertia group Ix˜ ⊂ Dx˜) to be the stabilizer at x˜ of the natural action of ΠU on
(X˜U )
cl (respectively, the kernel of the natural action of Dx˜ on k(x˜) = k(x) = k,
where x is the image of x˜ in Xcl). These groups fit into the following commutative
diagram in which both rows are exact:
1 → Ix˜ → Dx˜ → Gk(x) → 1
∩ ∩ ∩
1 → ∆U → ΠU → Gk → 1
Moreover, Ix˜ = {1} (respectively, Ix˜ is (non-canonically) isomorphic to Zˆ
Σ†), if
x˜ ∈ U˜ cl (respectively, x˜ ∈ S˜U ). Since Ix˜ is normal in Dx˜, Dx˜ acts on Ix˜ by
conjugation. Since Ix˜ is abelian, this action factors through Dx˜ → Gk(x) and
induces a natural action of Gk(x) on Ix˜.
Let G be a profinite group. Then, define Sub(G) (respectively, OSub(G)) to be
the set of closed (respectively, open) subgroups of G.
By conjugation, G acts on Sub(G). More generally, let H and K be closed sub-
groups of G such that K normalizes H. Then, by conjugation, K acts on Sub(H).
We denote by Sub(H)K the quotient Sub(H)/K by this action. In particular,
Sub(G)G is the set of conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of G.
For any closed subgroups H,K of G with K ⊂ H, we have a natural inclusion
Sub(K) ⊂ Sub(H), as well as a natural map Sub(H) → Sub(K), J 7→ J ∩K. By
using this latter natural map, we define
Sub(G)
def
= lim−→
H∈OSub(G)
Sub(H).
Observe that Sub(G) can be identified with the set of commensurate classes of
closed subgroups of G. (Closed subgroups J1 and J2 of G are called commensurate
(to each other), if J1 ∩ J2 is open both in J1 and in J2.)
With these notations, we obtain natural maps
D = D[U ] : (X˜U )
cl → Sub(ΠU ), x˜ 7→ Dx˜,
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I = I[U ] : (X˜U )
cl → Sub(∆U ) ⊂ Sub(ΠU ), x˜ 7→ Ix˜,
which fit into the commutative diagram
(X˜U )
cl D−−−−→ Sub(ΠU )
‖
y
(X˜U )
cl I−−−−→ Sub(∆U )
where the vertical arrow stands for the natural map Sub(ΠU ) → Sub(∆U ), J 7→
J ∩∆U . By composition with the natural map Sub(ΠU )→ Sub(ΠU ), D, I yield
D = D[U ] : (X˜U )
cl → Sub(ΠU ),
I = I[U ] : (X˜U )
cl → Sub(∆U ) ⊂ Sub(ΠU ).
Note that, unlike the case of D, I, the maps D, I are essentially unchanged if we
replace U by any covering corresponding to an open subgroup of ΠU .
Since the maps D, I are ΠU -equivariant, they induce natural maps
DΠU = D[U ]ΠU : X
cl → Sub(ΠU )ΠU ,
IΠU = I[U ]ΠU : X
cl → Sub(∆U )ΠU ⊂ Sub(ΠU )ΠU ,
respectively.
Definition 1.1. Let f : A→ B be a map of sets.
(i) We define µf : B → Z ∪ {∞} by µf (b) = ♯(f
−1(b)). (Thus, f is injective
(respectively, surjective) if µf (b) ≤ 1 (respectively, µf (b) ≥ 1) for any b ∈ B. We
also have f(A) = {b ∈ B | µf (b) ≥ 1}.)
(ii) We say that f is quasi-finite, if µf (b) <∞ for any b ∈ B.
(iii) We say that an element a of A is an exceptional element of f (in A), if
µf (f(a)) > 1. We refer to the set of exceptional elements as the exceptional set.
(iv) We say that a pair (a1, a2) of elements of A is an exceptional pair of f (in A),
if a1 6= a2 and f(a1) = f(a2) hold.
(v) We say that f is almost injective (in the strong sense), if the exceptional set of
f is finite. (Observe that almost injectivity implies quasi-finiteness.)
Definition 1.2. Denote by EU˜ the exceptional set of D in (X˜U )
cl.
Proposition 1.3. Let ρ denote the natural morphism X˜U → X. Then, for each
x ∈ X
cl
, D|ρ−1(x) is injective.
Proof. Cf. [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Proposition 1.8(iii). 
Definition 1.4. We define EU to be the image of EU˜ inX
cl. (This can be identified
with EU˜/ΠU . )
Next, we shall explain how various invariants and structures of U can be re-
covered group-theoretically (or ϕ-group-theoretically) from ΠU , in the following
sense.
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Definition 1.5. (i) We say that Π = (Π,∆, ϕΠ) is a ϕ-(profinite) group, if Π is a
profinite group, ∆ is a closed normal subgroup of Π and ϕΠ is an element of Π/∆.
(ii) An isomorphism from a ϕ-group Π = (Π,∆, ϕΠ) to another ϕ-group Π
′ =
(Π′,∆′, ϕΠ′) is an isomorphism Π
∼
→ Π′ as profinite groups that induces ∆
∼
→ ∆′,
hence also Π/∆
∼
→ Π′/∆′, such that the last isomorphism sends ϕΠ to ϕΠ′ .
From now on, we regard ΠU as a ϕ-group by ΠU = (ΠU ,∆U , ϕk), where ϕk
stands for the ♯(k)-th power Frobenius element in Gk = ΠU/∆U . We shall say that
an isomorphism α : ΠU
∼
→ ΠU ′ as profinite groups is Frobenius-preserving, if α is
an isomorphism as ϕ-groups.
Definition 1.6. (i) Given an invariant F (U) (e.g., a number, a set of numbers, etc.)
that depends on the isomorphism class (as a scheme) of a hyperbolic curve U over
a finite field, we say that F (U) can be recovered group-theoretically (respectively,
ϕ-group-theoretically) from ΠU , if any isomorphism (respectively, any Frobenius-
preserving isomorphism) ΠU
∼
→ ΠV implies F (U) = F (V ) for two such curves
U, V .
(ii) Given an additional structure F(U) (e.g., a family of subgroups, quotients, el-
ements, etc.) on the profinite group ΠU that depends functorially on a hyperbolic
curve U over a finite field (in the sense that, for any isomorphism (as schemes)
between two such curves U, V , any isomorphism ΠU
∼
→ ΠV induced by this iso-
morphism U
∼
→ V (which is unique up to composition with inner automorphisms)
preserves the structures F(U) and F(V ), we say that F(U) can be recovered group-
theoretically (respectively, ϕ-group-theoretically) from ΠU , if any isomorphism (re-
spectively, any Frobenius-preserving isomorphism) ΠU
∼
→ ΠV between two such
curves U, V preserves the structures F(U) and F(V ).
Proposition 1.7. The following invariants and structures can be recovered group-
theoretically from ΠU :
(i) The subgroup ∆U of ΠU , hence the quotient Gk = ΠU/∆U .
(ii) The subsets Σ and Σ† of Primes.
Proof. Cf. [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Proposition 1.15(i)(ii). 
Finally, we shall explain that the set of decomposition groups in ΠU can be
recovered group-theoretically from ΠU . First, we shall treat decomposition groups
at points of S˜U .
Theorem 1.8. (i) The set of inertia groups at points of S˜U (i.e., the image of
the injective map I|S˜U : S˜U → Sub(∆U ) ⊂ Sub(ΠU )) can be recovered ϕ-group-
theoretically from ΠU .
(ii) The set of decomposition groups at points of S˜U (i.e., the image of the injective
map D|S˜U : S˜U → Sub(ΠU )) can be recovered ϕ-group-theoretically from ΠU .
Proof. Cf. [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Theorem 1.18. 
Next, we shall consider decomposition groups at points of U˜ cl. This is done along
the lines of [Tamagawa], §2, but slightly more subtle than the case of [Tamagawa],
due to the existence of the exceptional set EU˜ .
Theorem 1.9. The following hold.
(i) The set of decomposition groups at points of U˜ cl (respectively, U˜ cl \ EU˜ , re-
spectively, EU˜) (i.e., the image of the map D|U˜cl : U˜
cl → Sub(ΠU ) (respectively,
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D|U˜cl\E
U˜
: U˜ cl \ EU˜ → Sub(ΠU ), respectively, D|EU˜ : EU˜ → Sub(ΠU ))) can be
recovered ϕ-group-theoretically from ΠU .
(ii) The set of decomposition groups at points of (X˜U )
cl (i.e., the image of the map
D : (X˜U )
cl → Sub(ΠU )) can be recovered ϕ-group-theoretically from ΠU .
Proof. Cf. [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Theorem 1.24 and Corollary 1.25. 
§2. Large and small sets of primes relative to a hyperbolic curve over a
finite field. Throughout this section, let Σ ⊂ Primes be a set of prime numbers,
and set Σ′
def
= Primes \ Σ. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p > 0 and set
Σ† = Σ \ {p}. Write
ZˆΣ
† def
=
∏
l∈Σ†
Zl.
For a prime number l ∈ Primes \ {p} let
χl : Gk → Z
×
l
be the l-adic cyclotomic character, and define the Σ-part of the cyclotomic character
by:
χΣ
def
= (χl)l∈Σ† : Gk → (Zˆ
Σ†)× =
∏
l∈Σ†
Z×l .
Thus, we have
k¯Ker(χΣ) = kΣ
def
= k(ζlj | l ∈ Σ
†, j ∈ Z≥0).
For a prime number l ∈ Primes, let Gk,l ⊂ Gk be the pro-l-Sylow subgroup of Gk.
(Recall that Gk ≃ Zˆ and Gk,l ≃ Zl.) Next, we recall the notion of k-small and
k-large set of primes. (Cf. [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3], §3 for more details).
Definition 2.1. (k-Small/k-Large Set of Primes) (i) We say that the set Σ is
k-small if the Σ-part χΣ of the cyclotomic character is not injective.
(ii) We say that the set Σ is k-large if the set Σ′ is k-small.
Note that a k-large set of primes is not k-small, by [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3], Proposi-
tion 3.3.
The following results are slight generalizations of results in [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3],
§3. Let X be a proper, smooth, geometrically connected curve over k, f, g : X →
P1k nonconstant k-morphisms, and F a proper subfield of k¯ containing k. Write
X(F )cl ⊂ Xcl for the image of X(F ) in Xcl.
Definition 2.2. We say that the pair (f, g) has property PΣ (respectively, QF,Σ,
PΣ and QF,Σ) if the following holds:
PΣ(f, g): ∃a, b ∈ k
×{Σ′}, such that f = a+ bg.
QF,Σ(f, g): ∀
′x ∈ Xcl \X(F )cl, ∃ax, bx ∈ k(x)
×{Σ′}, such that f(x) = ax+ bxg(x).
PΣ(f, g): ∃a, b ∈ k¯
×{Σ′}, such that f = a+ bg.
QF,Σ(f, g): ∀
′x ∈ Xcl \X(F )cl, ∃ax, bx ∈ k¯
×{Σ′}, such that f(x) = ax + bxg(x).
Here the symbol ∀′ means “for all but finitely many”.
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Proposition 2.3. (i) We have the following implications:
PΣ(f, g) ⇐⇒ PΣ(f, g)
⇓ ⇓
QF,Σ(f, g) =⇒ QF,Σ(f, g)
(ii) Assume that Σ is k-large. Then we have the following implication:
QF,Σ(f, g) =⇒ PΣ(f, g).
Proof. (i) The equivalence in the first row is given in [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3], Defini-
tion/Proposition 3.5. The remaining implications are immediate.
(ii) Similar to the proof of [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3], Proposition 3.11. Indeed, as in the
proof of loc. cit., if property PΣ(f, g) does not hold one deduces that there exists
a non-empty open subscheme V ⊂ X such that for every x ∈ V cl \ X(F )cl, one
has k(x) ⊂ K where K/k is a subextension of k¯/k such that k¯/K is infinite. In
particular, for every x ∈ V cl, one has k(x) ⊂ K or k(x) ⊂ F . This is not possible:
let φ : V → A1k be a finite k-morphism, a ∈ k¯ \K ∪ F , and x ∈ φ
−1(a) ⊂ V cl, then
k(a) ⊂ k(x) ⊂ K ∪ F , which is absurd. 
Definition/Proposition 2.4. For a pair (f, g) as in the above discussion, a pos-
itive integer m, and a set of prime numbers Σ ⊂ Primes. We define the following
properties:
P
(m)
Σ (f, g) : ∃a, c ∈ k
×{Σ′}, such that f = a(1 + cg)m.
P
(m)
Σ (f, g) : ∃a, c ∈ k¯
×{Σ′}, such that f = a(1 + cg)m.
Q
(m)
F,Σ(f, g) : ∀
′x ∈ Xcl\X(F )cl, ∃ax, cx ∈ k¯
×{Σ′}, such that f(x) = ax(1+cxg(x))
m.
Then:
(i) The implications
P
(m)
Σ (f, g) ⇐⇒ P
(m)
Σ (f, g) =⇒ Q
(m)
F,Σ(f, g)
hold.
(ii) If Σ is k-large, then the implication
Q
(m)
F,Σ(f, g) =⇒ P
(m)
Σ (f, g)
holds.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
The following is the first application of the k-largeness property to the (geomet-
rically pro-Σ, tame) fundamental groups of hyperbolic curves over k.
Proposition 2.5. Let U be a hyperbolic curve over k, X the smooth compactifica-
tion of U , g the genus of X, r the cardinality of Xk¯ \Uk¯, and ΠU the geometrically
pro-Σ tame fundamental group of U (cf. §1). Assume that Σ is k-large. Then the
following invariants and structures can be recovered group-theoretically from ΠU
(cf. Definition 1.6 for the meaning of being recovered group-theoretically).
(i) The prime number p.
(ii) The ♯(k)-th power Frobenius element ϕk ∈ Gk.
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(iii) The cardinality q
def
= ♯(k) (or, equivalently, the isomorphism class of the finite
field k).
Proof. First, consider the natural character
ρdet : Gk → Aut(
max∧
ZˆΣ
†
(∆abX )
Σ†) = (ZˆΣ
†
)×,
which can be group-theoretically recovered, by Proposition 1.7(i)(ii). As in [Tam-
agawa], Proposition 3.4 and its proof, ρdet coincides with λ · (χΣ)
a, where a = g
(resp. a = g + r − 1) for r = 0 (resp. r > 0), and λ is a certain character with
values in {±1}. (Note that λ = 1 when r = 0.) It follows from the hyperbolicity
assumption 2− 2g − r < 0 that a > 0. In particular, we have (ρdet)2 = (χΣ)
2a.
(i) For each N ∈ Z>0, let kN/k denote the unique finite subextension of k¯/k of
degreeN . ThenGkN = (Gk)
N ⊂ Gk can be recovered group-theoretically. Consider
the coinvariant quotient ZˆΣ
†
(ρdet)2(GkN )
and define wX,N to be its cardinality, which
is a group-theoretic invariant. As (ρdet)2 = (χΣ)
2a, this invariant is computed as:
wX,N = (q
2aN − 1)Σ =
q2aN − 1
(q2aN − 1)Σ′
,
where, for a positive integer n, n = nΣnΣ′ stands for the unique decomposition
where every prime divisor of nΣ (resp. nΣ′) belongs to Σ (resp. Σ
′). Set
M0
def
= infM, M
def
= {M ∈ R>0 | ∃C > 0, ∀N ∈ Z>0, wX,N ≤ CM
N},
which is also group-theoretic.
We claim that M0 = q
2a. Indeed, since wX,N ≤ q
2aN − 1 ≤ q2aN , we have
q2a ∈M. On the other hand, set F0
def
= k¯Ker((ρ
det)2). As Σ is k-large, F0 is a proper
subfield of k¯. Take a prime l so that k(l)
def
= F0 ∩ k
l is finite, where kl denotes the
unique Zl-extension of k (cf. Proposition 2.13 below). Write [k(l) : k] = l
n0 . Then
for each n ≥ 0, we have
wX,ln = (q
2aln − 1)Σ =
q2al
n
− 1
(q2aln − 1)Σ′
≥
q2al
n
− 1
(q2al
n0 − 1)Σ′
≥
q2al
n
− 1
q2al
n0 − 1
≥
q2al
n
q2al
n0
.
Thus, if (0 <)M < q2a, we have M /∈M. The claim now follows.
Now, p can be recovered as the unique prime divisor of M0 = q
2a.
(ii) Similar to [Tamagawa], Proposition 3.4(i)(ii).
(iii) Similar to [Tamagawa], Proposition 3.4(iii). 
The notion of k-small/k-large set of primes can be naturally generalized as fol-
lows, by replacing the multiplicative group Gm,k by an abelian variety. Let A be
an abelian variety over k, and T (A) =
∏
l∈Primes Tl(A) the (full) Tate module of
A ×k k¯. Let TΣ(A) =
∏
l∈Σ Tl(A) be the maximal pro-Σ quotient of T (A). Recall
that one has a natural Galois representation ρA,Σ : Gk → Aut(TΣ(A)).
Definition 2.6. (A-Small/A-Large Set of Primes) Let A be an abelian variety over
k.
(i) We say that the set Σ is A-small if the Galois representation ρA,Σ : Gk →
Aut(TΣ(A)) is not injective.
(ii) We say that the set Σ is A-large if the set Σ′ is A-small.
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Lemma 2.7. Let A be an abelian variety over k of dimension g > 0 and let
Σ ⊂ Primes be a set of prime numbers. If Σ is A-large, then Σ is k-large.
Proof. It is well-known that the 2g-th exterior power of the representation ρA,Σ
coincides with the g-th power of χΣ. Hence, an open subgroup of Ker(ρA,Σ) (of
index | g) is contained in Ker(χΣ), from which the assertion follows. 
Remark 2.8. Let A be an abelian variety over k of dimension g > 0 and let
Σ ⊂ Primes be a set of prime numbers.
(i) By Lemma 2.7 and [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3], Remark 3.4.1, if a set of primes Σ ⊂
Primes is A-large, then Σ is of (natural) density 6= 1.
(ii) On the other hand, for any given ǫ > 0, there exists a set of primes Σ ⊂ Primes
such that Σ is A-large and that the (natural) density of Σ is < ǫ. Indeed, take a
prime number r 6= p satisfying 2g(2g+1)
2ǫ
< r− 1. Let Σ
def
= ∪2gk=1{l ∈ Primes | l
k ≡ 1
(mod r)}∪{r, p}. Observe that the condition lk ≡ 1 (mod r) is equivalent to saying
that l mod r ∈ µk(Fr), hence the (natural) density of Σ is ≤
∑2g
k=1 k
r−1 ≤
2g(2g+1)
2(r−1) < ǫ.
We claim that Σ′
def
= Primes\Σ is A-small. Indeed, l ∈ Σ′ implies that l 6= r, p and r
does not divide ♯GL2g(Fl) = (l
2g−1)(l2g−1−1) · · · (l2−1)(l−1)l
2g(2g−1)
2 . Consider
the following homomorphism Gk → Aut(TΣ′(A))→ Aut(Tl(A))→ Aut(A[l]) where
the far left map is the natural Σ′-adic representation and the right maps are the
natural ones. Note that the kernel of the natural surjective map Aut(Tl(A)) →
Aut(A[l]) is pro-l. In particular, the image of the r-Sylow subgroup of Gk in
Aut(A[l]) is trivial, hence the image of the r-Sylow subgroup of Gk in Aut(TΣ′(A))
is trivial and Σ′ is A-small.
Next, let X be a proper, smooth, and geometrically connected hyperbolic curve
over the finite field k. We apply the notations in §1 to U = X . In particular,
∆X and ΠX denote the maximal pro-Σ quotient of the geometric fundamental
group π1(X ×k k¯) and the maximal geometrically pro-Σ quotient of the arithmetic
fundamental group π1(X), respectively. For the definition of the exceptional set
EX ⊂ X
cl, see Definition 1.4. Further, let JX denote the Jacobian variety of X .
Definition 2.9. (i) We denote by FX the compositum of k(x) in k¯ for all x ∈ EX .
(Note that FX depends on Σ, as so does EX .)
(ii) Let F be a proper subfield of k¯ containing k: k ⊂ F ( k¯. We say that X is
almost Σ-separated with respect to F if EX ⊂ X(F )
cl or, equivalently, if FX ⊂ F .
(iii) We say that X is almost Σ-separated if it is almost Σ-separated with respect
to some proper subfield of k¯ containing k or, equivalently, if FX ( k¯.
Let k, k′ be finite fields and X , X ′ proper, smooth, geometrically connected
curves over k, k′, respectively. Let f : X ′ → X be a finite, generically e´tale
morphism (as schemes), which induces a finite separable extension k′(X ′)/k(X) of
function fields and a finite extension k′/k of constant fields. (In particular, we may
identify k¯′ = k¯.) Let L′/k(X) denote the Galois closure of k′(X ′)/k(X).
Definition 2.10. (i) We say that f is a Σ-covering if the cardinality of the finite
group Gal(L′k¯/k(X)k¯) is divisible only by primes in Σ.
(ii) We say that f is tame-Galois if k′(X ′)/k(X) is a Galois extension (i.e., L′ =
k′(X ′)) and is at most tamely ramified everywhere on X .
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Proposition 2.11. Assume that f : X ′ → X is a Σ-covering.
(i) Assume that f is e´tale. Then we have EX′ = f
−1(EX). Further, X is almost
Σ-separated if and only if so is X ′. More precisely, if X ′ is almost Σ-separated with
respect to F ′, then X is almost Σ-separated with respect to F ′; and, if X is almost
Σ-separated with respect to F , then X ′ is almost Σ-separated with respect to some
finite extension of Fk′.
(ii) Assume that f is tame-Galois. Then we have EX′ ⊂ f
−1(EX) ∪ S
′, where
S′ ⊂ (X ′)cl is the non-e´tale locus of f . Further, if X is almost Σ-separated, then
so is X ′. More precisely, if X is almost Σ-separated with respect to F , then X ′ is
almost Σ-separated with respect to some finite extension of Fk′.
Proof. (i) When f is an e´tale Σ-covering, we have the following commutative dia-
gram:
(X˜ ′)cl
D
→ Sub(ΠX′)
‖ ‖
(X˜)cl
D
→ Sub(ΠX)
from which we get EX′ = f
−1(EX). It is clear that, if X
′ is almost Σ-separated
with respect to F ′, then X is almost Σ-separated with respect to F ′. Next, assume
that X is almost Σ-separated with respect to F . Define F ′ to be the finite extension
of F corresponding to the open subgroup (GF )
d! ⊂ GF (of index | d!), where d is
the degree of f . Then F ′ ⊃ Fk′ (as [Fk′ : F ] | [k′ : k] | [k′(X ′) : k(X)] = d), and
X ′ is almost Σ-separated with respect to F ′.
(ii) Set G
def
= Gal(k′(X ′)/k(X)) and ∆G
def
= Gal(k′(X ′)k¯/k(X)k¯). Let X˜ → X
(resp. X˜ ′ → X ′) be the profinite covering corresponding to ΠX (resp. ΠX′). Note
that X˜ ′ → X is a profinite Galois covering with group ΠX′,G which sits naturally
in the following exact sequences 1 → ΠX′ → ΠX′,G → G → 1, 1 → ∆X′,G →
ΠX′,G → Gk → 1, where ∆X′,G is defined so that the latter sequence is exact and
sits naturally in the following exact sequence 1→ ∆X′ → ∆X′,G → ∆G → 1. Note
that if we view X as an orbicurve, being the stack-theoretic quotient of X ′ by the
action of the finite group G, then ΠX′,G is nothing but the geometrically pro-Σ
e´tale fundamental group of the orbicurve X .
Now, let x′1 ∈ EX′ ⊂ (X
′)cl. Then there exists x˜′1, x˜
′
2 ∈ (X˜
′)cl, x˜′1 6= x˜
′
2,
such that x˜′1 is above x
′
1 and that Dx˜′1 , Dx˜′2 are commensurate in ΠX′ . Let x˜1,
x˜2 ∈ X˜
cl, x′1, x
′
2 ∈ (X
′)cl and x1, x2 ∈ X˜
cl, the images of x˜′1, x˜
′
2, respectively. Then
Dx˜1 , Dx˜2 ⊂ ΠX are commensurate to each other, hence either x˜1 = x˜2 or x˜1, x˜2 ∈
EX˜ . In the latter case, we have x
′
1 ∈ f
−1(EX), as desired. In the former case,
in particular, the images of x˜′1, x˜
′
2 in X
cl
are equal, hence there exists σ ∈ ∆X′,G
such that σ · x˜′1 = x˜
′
2. Write Z
def
= Dx˜′1 ∩Dx˜′2 ⊂ ΠX′ ⊂ ΠX′,G for simplicity. First,
we follow the proof of [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Lemma 1.7 in order to deduce that σ
is torsion. More precisely, let Z0
def
= Z ∩ σZσ−1. Then as in loc. cit. we deduce
that σ commutes with any element of Z0, i.e., Z0 ⊂ ZΠX′,G(〈σ〉). (Here, given a
profinite group G and a closed subgroup H, we write ZG(H) for the centralizer
of H in G.) Moreover, arguing by contradiction, suppose σ 6= 1 and let N be a
sufficiently small open characteristic subgroup of ∆X′,G such that σ /∈ N and set
H
def
= 〈N, σ〉 ⊂ ∆X′,G. Then, as in loc. cit. Z0 normalizes H and the image of
σ in H
ab
is nontrivial and fixed by the action of Z0. By observing the Frobenius
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weights in the action of Z0 we deduces that 〈σ〉∩∆X′ = {1} and σ has finite order.
If σ = 1, then x˜′1 = x˜
′
2 and we are done. Suppose that σ 6= 1. Then it
follows from [Mochizuki2], Lemma 4.1(iii) that there exists a unique closed point
y˜′ ∈ X˜ ′ such that 〈σ〉 ⊂ Iy˜′ , where Iy˜′ is the inertia subgroup at y˜
′ (necessarily
finite). We claim that ZΠX′,G(〈σ〉) is commensurate to the decomposition group
Dy˜′ at y˜
′. Indeed, first there exists an open subgroup Doy˜′ ⊂ Dy˜′ of Dy˜′ such that
Doy˜′ ⊂ ZΠX′,G(〈σ〉), as follows easily from the fact thatDy˜′ acts by inner conjugation
on its normal subgroup Iy˜′ and the group of automorphisms of Iy˜′ is finite. Second,
we have a natural exact sequence 1 → Z∆X′,G(〈σ〉) → ZΠX′,G(〈σ〉) → Gk. Now,
our second claim is that Z∆X′,G(〈σ〉) is finite. Indeed, after possibly replacing the
orbicurve X by a suitable e´tale cover, corresponding to an open subgroup of ΠX′,G,
we can assume that 〈σ〉 = Iy˜′ . The assertion then follows from the fact that Iy˜′ is
normally terminal in ∆X′,G (cf. [Mochizuki2], Lemma 4.1(i)). This implies that the
subgroups Z0 and D
o
y˜′ of ZΠX′,G(〈σ〉) are commensurate (cf. above exact sequence),
hence Dx˜′1 and Dy˜′ are commensurate in ΠX′,G, since Z0 is open in Dx˜′1 , and D
o
y˜′
is open in Dy˜′ . In particular, Dx˜1 and Dy˜ are commensurate in ΠX , where y˜ is
the image of y˜′ in X˜cl. Hence, either x˜1 = y˜ or x˜1 ∈ EX˜ . In the former case, we
have x1 = y, hence x
′
1 ∈ S
′, as desired, In the latter case, we have x1 ∈ EX , hence
x′1 ∈ f
−1(EX′), as desired. 
The following application of the JX -largeness property is crucial in later sections.
Proposition 2.12. If Σ is JX -large, then X is almost Σ-separated. More pre-
cisely, then X is almost Σ-separated with respect to some finite extension ( 6= k¯) of
k¯Ker(ρJX,Σ′).
Proof. Let F0
def
= k¯Ker(ρJX,Σ′ ). Then k ⊂ F0 ( k¯. Let F denote the finite extension
of F0 corresponding to the open subgroup (GF0)
e ⊂ GF0 (of index ≤ e), where
e = 2 (resp. e = 1) if X is hyperelliptic (resp. otherwise). Now, we claim that the
field F satisfies the above property.
Consider the morphism δ : X ×X → JX , (P,Q) 7→ cl(P −Q). Then δ|X×X\ι(X)
is quasi-finite with geometric fibers of cardinality ≤ e, where ι : X → X ×X is the
diagonal map (cf. [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Claim 1.9(i) and its proof). Thus, we have
a quasi-finite map X(k¯)×X(k¯) \ ι(X)(k¯)→ JX(k¯) with fibers of cardinality ≤ e.
Let x˜, x˜′ ∈ X˜cl be an exceptional pair of the map D and x¯, x¯′ ∈ X
cl
= X(k¯)
the images of x˜, x˜′, respectively. By Proposition 1.3, we have x¯ 6= x¯′. Then the
image of (x¯, x¯′) ∈ X(k¯) × X(k¯) \ ι(X)(k¯) via the composed map X(k¯) × X(k¯) \
ι(X)(k¯)
δ
→ JX(k¯) ։ JX(k¯)/(JX(k¯){Σ
′}) is trivial (cf. [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], proof
of Proposition 1.8(vi)). Thus, the image of (x¯, x¯′) in JX(k¯) lies in the subgroup
JX(k¯){Σ
′} which is contained in JX(F0) by the choice of F0. It follows from this
that (x¯, x¯′) ∈ X(F ) × X(F ) since the above map δ|X×X\ι(X) is quasi-finite with
geometric fibers of cardinality ≤ e. 
Proposition 2.13. (i) If X is almost Σ-separated, then there exists a prime num-
ber l, such that, for every finite extension k′/kl and every finite extension F/FX ,
the field k′ ∩ F is finite, where kl denotes the unique Zl-extension of k. (We shall
refer to such a prime number l as being (X,Σ)-admissible.) In particular, the set
EX ∩X(k
′)cl is finite.
(ii) If, moreover, Σ is JX -large (resp. Σ is JX -large and JX has positive p-rank),
then the prime number l in (i) can be chosen to be in Σ ∪ {p} (resp. Σ).
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Proof. (i) As 1 6= GFX ⊂ Gk = Zˆ =
∏
l∈Primes Zl, there exists an l ∈ Primes such
that the image of GFX in Zl is nontrivial, or, equivalently, open in Zl. Such an l
satisfies the desired property.
(ii) By Proposition 2.12, there exists an open subgroup 1 6= H ⊂ Ker(ρJX ,Σ′) that
is contained in GFX . So, as in the proof of (i), take any l ∈ Primes such that the
image of H under the projection Gk = Zˆ ։ Zl is nontrivial. Then the assertions
in (i) hold for this l.
Now, assume that Σ is JX -large (resp. Σ is JX -large and JX has positive p-
rank), and suppose l ∈ Σ′ \ {p} (resp. l ∈ Σ′). Then the image of the l-adic
representation ρJX ,{l} : Gk → GL(Tl(JX)) is infinite and almost pro-l, hence the
image of Ker(ρJX ,Σ′) ⊂ Ker(ρJX ,{l}) in Zl is trivial. Thus, we must have l ∈ Σ∪{p}
(resp. l ∈ Σ) automatically. 
§3. Review of Mochizuki’s cuspidalization theory of proper hyperbolic
curves over finite fields. In this §, we review the main results of Mochizuki’s
theory of cuspidalizations of arithmetic fundamental groups of proper hyperbolic
curves over finite fields, developed in [Mochizuki1], which plays an important role
in this paper. We maintain the notations of §1 and further assume X = U . (Thus,
the finite set S in §1 is empty, and, in this §, we save the symbol S for another
finite set of closed points of X .) Accordingly, X is a proper hyperbolic curve over
a finite field k = kX .
Recall that ∆X stands for the maximal pro-Σ quotient of π1(X), that ΠX stands
for π1(X)/Ker(π1(X)։ ∆X), and that they fit into the following exact sequence:
1→ ∆X → ΠX
prX−−→ Gk → 1.
Similarly, if we write X × X
def
= X ×k X , then we obtain (by considering the
maximal pro-Σ quotient ∆X×X of π1(X ×X)) an exact sequence:
1→ ∆X×X → ΠX×X → Gk → 1,
where ΠX×X (respectively, ∆X×X) may be identified with ΠX×GkΠX (respectively,
∆X ×∆X).
Definition 3.1. (cf. [Mochizuki1], Definition 1.1(i).) Let H be a profinite group
equipped with a homomorphism H → ΠX . Then we shall refer to the kernel IH of
H → ΠX as the cuspidal subgroup of H (relative to H → ΠX). We shall refer to an
inner automorphism of H by an element of IH as a cuspidally inner automorphism.
We shall say that H is cuspidally abelian (respectively, cuspidally pro-Σ∗, where
Σ∗ is a set of prime numbers) (relative to H → ΠX) if IH is abelian (respectively,
if IH is a pro-Σ
∗ group). If H is cuspidally abelian, then observe that H/IH acts
naturally (by conjugation) on IH . We shall say that H is cuspidally central (relative
to H → ΠX) if this action of H/IH on IH is trivial. Also, we shall use the same
terminology for H → ΠX when ΠX is replaced by ∆X , ΠX×X , or ∆X×X .
For a finite subset S ⊂ Xcl write US
def
= X \ S. Let ∆US be the maximal
cuspidally (relative to the natural map to ∆X) pro-Σ
† quotient of the maximal
pro-Σ quotient of the tame fundamental group of US (where “tame” is with re-
spect to the complement of US in X), and let ΠUS be the corresponding quotient
π1(US)/Ker(π1(US)։ ∆US ) of π1(US). Thus, we have an exact sequence:
1→ ∆US → ΠUS → Gk → 1,
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which fits into the following commutative diagram:
1 → ∆US → ΠUS → Gk → 1
↓ ↓ ‖
1 → ∆X → ΠX → Gk → 1
Further, let ι : X → X ×X be the diagonal morphism, and write
UX×X
def
= X ×X \ ι(X).
We shall denote by ∆UX×X the maximal cuspidally (relative to the natural map to
∆X×X ) pro-Σ
† quotient of the maximal pro-Σ quotient of the tame fundamental
group of (UX×X )k¯ (where “tame” is with respect to the divisor ι(X) ⊂ X × X),
and by ΠUX×X the corresponding quotient π1(UX×X )/Ker(π1(UX×X) ։ ∆UX×X )
of π1(UX×X). Thus, we have an exact sequence:
1→ ∆UX×X → ΠUX×X → Gk → 1,
which fits into the following commutative diagram:
1 → ∆UX×X → ΠUX×X → Gk → 1
↓ ↓ ‖
1 → ∆X×X → ΠX×X → Gk → 1
Finally, set
MX
def
= Hom
ZˆΣ
† (H2(∆X , Zˆ
Σ†), ZˆΣ
†
).
Thus, MX is a free Zˆ
Σ†-module of rank 1, and MX is isomorphic to Zˆ
Σ†(1) as a
Gk-module (where the “(1)” denotes a “Tate twist”, i.e., Gk acts on Zˆ
Σ†(1) via the
cyclotomic character) (cf. [Mochizuki1], the discussion following Proposition 1.1).
For the rest of this §, let X , Y be proper, hyperbolic curves over finite fields
kX , kY of characteristic pX , pY , respectively. Let ΣX (respectively, ΣY ) be a
set of prime numbers that contains at least one prime number different from pX
(respectively, pY ). Write ∆X (respectively, ∆Y ) for the maximal pro-ΣX quotient of
π1(X) (respectively, the maximal pro-ΣY quotient of π1(Y )), and ΠX (respectively,
ΠY ) for the quotient π1(X)/Ker(π1(X)։ ∆X) of π1(X) (respectively, the quotient
π1(Y )/Ker(π1(Y )։ ∆Y ) of π1(Y )).
Let
α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY
be an isomorphism of profinite groups.
The following is one of the main results of Mochizuki’s theory (cf. [Mochizuki1],
Theorem 1.1(iii)).
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Theorem 3.2. (Reconstruction of Maximal Cuspidally Abelian Extensions) Let
ιX : X → X ×X (respectively, ιY : Y → Y × Y ) be the diagonal morphism, and
write UX×X
def
= X × X \ ι(X) (respectively, UY×Y
def
= Y × Y \ ι(Y )). Denote by
ΠUX×X ։ Π
c-ab
UX×X
, ΠUY×Y ։ Π
c-ab
UY×Y
the maximal cuspidally (relative to the natural
surjections ΠUX×X ։ ΠX×X , ΠUY×Y ։ ΠY×Y , respectively) abelian quotients.
Then there is a commutative diagram:
Πc-abUX×X
αc-ab
−−−−→ Πc-abUY×Yy y
ΠX×X
α×α
−−−−→ ΠY×Y
where αc-ab is an isomorphism which is well-defined up to cuspidally inner auto-
morphism (i.e., an inner automorphism of Πc-abUY×Y by an element of the cuspidal
subgroup Ker(Πc-abUY×Y ։ ΠY×Y )). Moreover, the correspondence
α 7→ αc-ab
is functorial (up to cuspidally inner automorphism) with respect to α.
Proof. See [Mochizuki1], Theorem 1.1(iii). (See also [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Theorem
2.2.) 
Let x˜ ∈ X˜cl and x the image of x˜ in X . In this and next §§, we sometimes refer
to the decomposition group Dx˜ as the decomposition group of ΠX at x, and denote
it simply by Dx. Thus, Dx is well-defined only up to conjugation by an element of
ΠX .
For the rest of this §, we shall assume that α is Frobenius-preserving (cf. Defi-
nition 1.5). (Note that this assumption is automatically satisfied in the case where
ΣX is kX-large and ΣY is kY -large, cf. Proposition 2.5(ii).) Thus, by Theorem 1.9,
one deduces naturally from α a bijection
φ : Xcl \ EX
∼
→ Y cl \ EY
such that
α(Dx) = Dφ(x)
holds (up to conjugation) for any x ∈ Xcl \EX . Here, considering the images of Dx
and Dφ(x) in GkX = ΠX/∆X
∼
→ ΠY /∆Y = GkY (cf. Proposition 1.7(i)), we obtain
[k(x) : kX ] = [k(φ(x)) : kY ], hence ♯(k(x)) = ♯(k(φ(x))) by Proposition 2.5(iii).
As an important consequence of Theorem 3.2 we deduce the following:
Corollary 3.3. With the above assumptions, let S ⊂ Xcl \EX, T ⊂ Y
cl \EY be fi-
nite subsets that correspond to each other via φ. Then α, αc-ab induce isomorphisms
(well-defined up to cuspidally inner automorphisms, i.e., inner automorphisms by
elements of Ker(Πc-abVT → ΠY ))
αc-abS,T : Π
c-ab
US
∼
→ Πc-abVT
lying over α, where US
def
= X \ S, VT
def
= Y \ T , and ΠUS ։ Π
c-ab
US
, ΠVT ։ Π
c-ab
VT
,
are the maximal cuspidally abelian quotients (relative to the maps ΠUS ։ ΠX ,
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ΠVT ։ ΠY , respectively). These isomorphisms are functorial with respect to α,
S, T , as well as with respect to passing to connected finite e´tale coverings of X,
Y , which arise from open subgroups of ΠX , ΠY , in the following sense: Let ξ :
X ′ → X (respectively, η : Y ′ → Y ) be a finite e´tale covering which arises from the
open subgroup ΠX′ ⊂ ΠX (respectively, ΠY ′ ⊂ ΠY ), such that α(ΠX′) = ΠY ′ ; set
U ′S′
def
= X ′ \ S′, V ′T ′
def
= Y ′ \ T ′, S′
def
= ξ−1(S), T ′
def
= η−1(T ); and denote by α′ the
isomorphism ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ induced by α. Then we have the following commutative
diagram:
Πc-abU ′
S′
(α′)c-ab
S′,T ′
−−−−−→ Πc-abV ′
T ′y y
Πc-abUS
αc-abS,T
−−−−→ Πc-abVT
where the vertical arrows are the natural maps.
Proof. The proof of [Mochizuki1], Theorem 2.1(i) (where EX = EY = ∅ is as-
sumed) works as it is. See also [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Corollary 2.3. 
Next, let
1→MX → D → ΠX×X → 1
be a fundamental extension, i.e., an extension whose corresponding extension class
in H2et(X × X,MX) (via the natural identification H
2(ΠX×X ,MX)
∼
→ H2et(X ×
X,MX) (cf. [Mochizuki1], Proposition 1.1)) coincides with the first (e´tale) Chern
class of the diagonal ι(X) (cf. [Mochizuki1], Proposition 1.5). Let x, y ∈ X(k) and
write Dx, Dy ⊂ ΠX for the associated decomposition groups (which are well-defined
up to conjugation). Set
Dx
def
= D|Dx ×Gk ΠX , Dx,y
def
= D|Dx ×Gk Dy .
Thus, Dx (respectively, Dx,y) is an extension of ΠX (respectively, Gk) by MX .
Similarly, if D =
∑
imi.xi, E =
∑
j nj .yj are divisors on X supported on k-
rational points, then set
DD
def
=
∑
i
mi.Dxi , DD,E
def
=
∑
i,j
mi.nj .Dxi,yj
where the sums are to be understood as sums of extensions of ΠX , Gk, respectively,
by MX , i.e., the sums are induced by the additive structure of MX .
For a finite subset S ⊂ X(k), we shall write
DS
def
=
∏
x∈S
Dx
where the product is to be understood as a fiber product over ΠX . Thus, DS is an
extension of ΠX by a product of copies of MX indexed by the points of S. We shall
refer to DS as the S-cuspidalization of ΠX . Observe that if T ⊂ X(k) is a finite
subset containing S, then we obtain a natural projection morphism DT → DS .
More generally, for a finite subset S ⊂ Xcl which does not necessarily consist of k-
rational points, one can still construct the object DS by passing to a finite extension
kS of k over which the points of S are rational, performing the above construction
over kS , and then descending to k. (See [Mochizuki1], Remark 5 for more details.)
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Proposition 3.4. (Maximal Geometrically Cuspidally Central Quotients)
(i) For S ⊂ Xcl a finite subset, the S-cuspidalization DS of ΠX may be identified
with the quotient ΠUS ։ Π
c-cn
US
def
= ΠUS/Ker(∆US ։ ∆
c-cn
US
) of ΠUS , where ∆
c-cn
US
is
the maximal cuspidally central quotient of ∆US relative to the natural map ∆US ։
∆X .
(ii) The fundamental extension D may be identified with the quotient ΠUX×X ։
Πc-cnUX×X
def
= ΠUX×X/Ker(∆UX×X ։ ∆
c-cn
UX×X
) of ΠUX×X , where ∆
c-cn
UX×X
is the max-
imal cuspidally central quotient of ∆UX×X relative to the natural map ∆UX×X ։
∆X×X .
Proof. See [Mochizuki1], Proposition 1.6(iii)(iv). (Precisely speaking, Proposition
1.6(iii) loc. cit. only treats the special case where S ⊂ X(k) holds. However, the
proof for the general case is easily reduced to this special case by passing to a finite
extension of k. cf. Remark 5, loc. cit.) See also [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Proposition
2.4. 
Remark 3.5. Let D (respectively, E) be a fundamental extension of X (respec-
tively, Y ). The isomorphism α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY induces an isomorphism:
D
∼
→ E
up to cyclotomically inner automorphisms (i.e., inner automorphisms by elements of
MX ,MY ) and the actions of (k
×
X)
Σ†
X , (k×Y )
Σ†
Y , where (k×X)
Σ†
X (respectively, (k×Y )
Σ†
Y )
is the maximal Σ†X - (respectively, Σ
†
Y -) quotient of k
×
X (respectively, k
×
Y ) (cf. [Mochizuki1],
Proposition 1.4(ii)). Moreover, let S ⊂ Xcl\EX and T ⊂ Y
cl\EY be as in Corollary
3.3 and write DS (respectively, ET ) for the S-cuspidalization of ΠX (respectively,
the T -cuspidalization of ΠY ). Then the isomorphism D
∼
→ E induces an isomor-
phism
DS
∼
→ ET
lying over α.
On the other hand, let ΠUS ։ Π
c-cn
US
and ΠVT ։ Π
c-cn
VT
be the maximal geometri-
cally cuspidally central quotients (here, US
def
= X \S, VT
def
= Y \T ) (cf. Proposition
3.4). Note that the isomorphism αc-abS,T : Π
c-ab
US
∼
→ Πc-abVT in Corollary 3.3 naturally
induces an isomorphism
Πc-cnUS
∼
→ Πc-cnVT
lying over α, which is well-defined up to cuspidally inner automorphism. Now, by
Proposition 3.4(i), Πc-cnUS (respectively, Π
c-cn
VT
) may be identified with DS (respec-
tively, ET ). Thus, we deduce another isomorphism
DS
∼
→ ET
lying over α.
Now, the above two isomorphisms between DS and ET coincide with each other
up to cyclotomically inner automorphisms and the actions of (k×X)
Σ†
X , (k×Y )
Σ†
Y .
Another main result of Mochizuki’s theory is the following, which allows us to
recover ϕ-group-theoretically the maximal cuspidally pro-l extension of ΠX , in the
case where the set of cusps consists of a single rational point.
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Theorem 3.6. (Reconstruction of Maximal Cuspidally Pro-l Extensions)
Let x∗ ∈ X(kX), y∗ ∈ Y (kY ), and set S
def
= {x∗}, T
def
= {y∗}, US
def
= X \ S,
VT
def
= Y \ T . Assume that the Frobenius-preserving isomorphism α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY
maps the decomposition group of x∗ in ΠX (which is well-defined up to conjugation)
to the decomposition group of y∗ in ΠY (which is well-defined up to conjugation).
Then, for each prime l ∈ Σ† (thus, l 6= p), there exists a commutative diagram:
Πc-lUS
αc-l
−−−−→ Πc-lVTy y
ΠX
α
−−−−→ ΠY
in which ΠUS ։ Π
c-l
US
, ΠVT ։ Π
c-l
VT
are the maximal cuspidally pro-l quotients
(relative to the maps ΠUS ։ ΠX , ΠVT ։ ΠY , respectively), the vertical arrows are
the natural surjections, and αc-l is an isomorphism well-defined up to composition
with a cuspidally inner automorphism (i.e., an inner automorphism by an element
of Ker(Πc-lVT → ΠY )), which is compatible relative to the natural surjections
Πc-lUS ։ Π
c-ab,l
US
, Πc-lVT ։ Π
c-ab,l
VT
where the subscript “c-ab, l” denotes the maximal cuspidally pro-l abelian quotient,
with the isomorphism
αc-abS,T : Π
c-ab
US
∼
→ Πc-abVT
in Corollary 3.3. Moreover, αc-l is compatible, up to cuspidally inner automor-
phisms, with the decomposition groups of x∗, y∗ in Π
c-l
US
, Πc-lVT . 
Proof. See [Mochizuki1], Theorem 3.1. (See also [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Theorem
2.6.) 
If n is an integer all of whose prime factors belong to Σ†, then we have the
Kummer exact sequence
1→ µn → Gm → Gm → 1,
where Gm → Gm is the n-th power map. We shall identify µn with MX/nMX
according to the identification in [Mochizuki1], the discussion at the beginning of
§2.
Consider a subset
E ⊂ Xcl.
(We will set E = EX eventually, but E is arbitrary for the present.) Let S ⊂ X
cl\E
be a finite set. If we consider the above Kummer exact sequence on the e´tale site
of US
def
= X \ S and pass to the inverse limit with respect to n, then we obtain a
natural homomorphism
Γ(US,O
×
US
)→ H1(ΠUS ,MX)
(cf. loc. cit.). (Note that here it suffices to consider the group cohomology of ΠUS
(i.e., as opposed to the e´tale cohomology of US), since the extraction of n-th roots
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of an element of Γ(US ,O
×
US
) yields finite e´tale coverings of US that correspond to
open subgroups of ΠUS .) The above homomorphism induces a natural injective
homomorphism
Γ(US ,O
×
US
)/(k×{Σ′})→ H1(ΠUS ,MX)
where k×{Σ′} stands for the Σ′-primary part of the multiplicative group k× (since
the abelian group Γ(US,O
×
US
)/(k×{Σ′}) is finitely generated and free of Σ′-primary
torsion, hence injects into its pro-Σ completion). In particular, by allowing S to
vary among all finite subsets ofXcl\E, we obtain a natural injective homomorphism
O×E/(k
×{Σ′})→ lim−→
S
H1(ΠUS ,MX),
where
O×E
def
= {f ∈ K×X | sup(div(f)) ∩E = ∅}
is the multiplicative group of the units in the ring OE of functions on X which are
regular at all points of E. (Here, KX denotes the function field of X .)
Proposition 3.7. (Kummer Classes of Functions) Suppose that S ⊂ Xcl \ E is a
finite subset. Write
∆US ։ ∆
c-ab
US
։ ∆c-cnUS
for the maximal cuspidally abelian and the maximal cuspidally central quotients,
respectively, relative to the map ∆US ։ ∆X , and
ΠUS ։ Π
c-ab
US
։ Πc-cnUS
for the corresponding quotients of ΠUS (i.e., Π
c-ab
US
def
= ΠUS/Ker(∆US ։ ∆
c-ab
US
),
Πc-cnUS
def
= ΠUS/Ker(∆US ։ ∆
c-cn
US
)). If x ∈ Xcl, then we shall write
Dx[US] ⊂ ΠUS
for the decomposition group at x in ΠUS (which is well-defined up to conjugation),
and Ix[US ]
def
= Dx[US]∩∆US for the inertia subgroup of Dx[US]. Thus, when x ∈ S
we have a natural isomorphism of MX with Ix[US] (cf. [Mochizuki1], Proposition
1.6(ii)(iii)). Then:
(i) The natural surjections above induce the following isomorphisms:
H1(Πc-cnUS ,MX)
∼
→ H1(Πc-abUS ,MX)
∼
→ H1(ΠUS ,MX).
In particular, we obtain the following natural injective homomorphisms:
Γ(US ,O
×
US
)/(k×{Σ′}) →֒ H1(Πc-cnUS ,MX)
∼
→ H1(Πc-abUS ,MX)
∼
→ H1(ΠUS ,MX),
O×E/(k
×{Σ′}) →֒ lim−→
S
H1(Πc-cnUS ,MX)
∼
→ lim−→
S
H1(Πc-abUS ,MX)
∼
→ lim−→
S
H1(ΠUS ,MX),
where S varies among all finite subsets of X \E.
(ii) Restricting cohomology classes of ΠUS to the various Ix[US] for x ∈ S yields a
natural exact sequence:
1→ (k×)Σ
†
→ H1(ΠUS ,MX)→ ( ⊕
s∈S
ZˆΣ
†
)
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(where we identify Hom
ZˆΣ
† (Ix[US ],MX) with Zˆ
Σ† , and (k×)Σ
†
is the maximal pro-
Σ† quotient of the multiplicative group k×). Moreover, the image (via the natural
homomorphism given in (i)) of Γ(US ,O
×
US
)/(k×{Σ′}) in H1(ΠUS ,MX) is equal to
the inverse image in H1(ΠUS ,MX) of the submodule of
( ⊕
s∈S
Z) ⊂ ( ⊕
s∈S
ZˆΣ
†
)
determined by the principal divisors (with support in S). A similar statement holds
when ΠUS is replaced by Π
c-cn
US
or Πc-abUS .
(iii) If f ∈ Γ(US ,O
×
US
), write f ′ for its image in Γ(US,O
×
US
)/(k×{Σ′}). Write
κc-cnf ′ ∈ H
1(Πc-cnUS ,MX), κ
c-ab
f ′ ∈ H
1(Πc-abUS ,MX), κf ′ ∈ H
1(ΠUS ,MX)
for the associated Kummer classes. If x ∈ (Xcl \E) \S, then Dx[US ] maps, via the
natural surjection ΠUS ։ Gk, isomorphically onto the open subgroup Gk(x) ⊂ Gk
(where k(x) is the residue field of X at x). Moreover, the images of the pulled back
classes
κc-cnf ′ |Dx[US ] = κ
c-ab
f ′ |Dx[US ] = κf ′ |Dx[US ] ∈ H
1(Dx[US ],MX) ≃ H
1(Gk(x),MX)
≃ (k(x)×)Σ
†
in (k(x)×)Σ
†
are equal to the image in (k(x)×)Σ
†
of the value f(x) ∈ k(x)× of f at
x.
Proof. See [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Proposition 3.1. (See also [Mochizuki1], Proposition
2.1.) 
Remark 3.8. (cf. [Mochizuki1], Remark 12.) In the situation of Proposition
3.7(iii), assume x ∈ X(k) and S ⊂ X(k) for simplicity. If we think of the extension
Πc-cnUS of ΠX as being given by the extension DS, where D is a fundamental exten-
sion of ΠX×X (cf. Proposition 3.4(i)), then it follows that the image of Dx[US] in
Πc-cnUS may be thought of as the image of Dx[US] in DS. This image of Dx[US ] in DS
amounts to a section of DS ։ ΠX ։ Gk lying over the section sx : Gk → ΠX corre-
sponding to the rational point x (which is well-defined up to conjugation). Since DS
is defined as a certain fiber product, this section is equivalent to a collection of sec-
tions (regarded as “cyclotomically outer homomorphisms”, i.e., well-defined up to
composition with an inner automorphism of Dy,x by an element of Ker(Dy,x ։ Gk))
γy,x : Gk → Dy,x,
where y ranges over all points of S. Namely, from this point of view, Proposition
3.7(iii) may be regarded as saying that the image in (k(x)×)Σ
†
= (k×)Σ
†
of the
value f(x) of the function f ∈ Γ(US ,O
×
US
) at x ∈ X(k) may be computed from
its Kummer class, as soon as one knows the sections γy,x : Gk → Dy,x for y ∈ S.
Observe that γy,x depends only on x, y, and not on the choice of S.
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Definition 3.9. (cf. [Mochizuki1], Definition 2.1.) For x, y ∈ X(k) with x 6= y, we
shall refer to the above section (regarded as a cyclotomically outer homomorphism)
γy,x : Gk → Dy,x
as the Green’s trivialization of D at (y, x). If D is a divisor on X supported on
k-rational points 6= x, then multiplication of the various Green’s trivializations for
the points in the support of D yields a section (regarded as a cyclotomically outer
homomorphism)
γD,x : Gk → DD,x
which we shall refer to as the Green’s trivialization of D at (D, x).
Definition 3.10. (cf. [Mochizuki1], Definition 2.2.) Let the notations and the
assumptions as in Corollary 3.3.
(i) Write D (respectively, E) for the fundamental extension of ΠX×X (respectively,
ΠY×Y ) that arises as the quotient of Π
c-ab
UX×X
(respectively, Πc-abUY×Y ) by the kernel of
the maximal cuspidally central quotient ∆c-abUX×X ։ ∆
c-cn
UX×X
(respectively, ∆c-abUY×Y ։
∆c-cnUY×Y ) (cf. Proposition 3.4(ii)). The isomorphism α
c-ab induces naturally an
isomorphism:
αc-cn : D
∼
→ E
We shall say that α is (S, T )-locally Green-compatible outside exceptional sets if,
for every pair of points (x1, x2) ∈ X(kX)×X(kX) corresponding via φ to a pair of
points (y1, y2) ∈ Y (kY )×Y (kY ), such that x1 ∈ (X
cl \EX)\S, y1 ∈ (Y
cl \EY )\T ,
x2 ∈ S, y2 ∈ T , the isomorphism
Dx1,x2
∼
→ Ey1,y2
(obtained by restricting αc-cn to the various decomposition groups) is compatible
with the Green’s trivializations. We shall say that α is (S, T )-locally bi-principally
Green-compatible outside exceptional sets if, for every point x ∈ X(kX) ∩ S and
every principal divisor P supported on kX -rational points 6= x contained inX
cl\EX
corresponding via φ to a pair (y,Q) (so y ∈ Y (kY ) ∩ T ) with Q principal, the
isomorphism
DP,x
∼
→ EQ,y
obtained from αc-cn is compatible with the Green’s trivializations.
(ii) We shall say that α is totally globally Green-compatible (respectively, totally
globally bi-principally Green-compatible) outside exceptional sets if, for all pair of
connected finite e´tale coverings ξ : X ′ → X , η : Y ′ → Y that arise from open
subgroups ΠX′ ⊂ ΠX , ΠY ′ ⊂ ΠY , corresponding to each other via α, then for any
subset S ⊂ Xcl \ EX that corresponds, via φ, to T ⊂ Y \ EY the isomorphism
ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′
induced by α is (S′, T ′)-locally Green-compatible (respectively, (S′, T ′)-locally bi-
principally Green-compatible) outside exceptional sets, where S′
def
= ξ−1(S) ⊂ X
′ cl,
T ′
def
= η−1(T ) ⊂ Y
′ cl are the inverse images of S, T , respectively.
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Remark 3.11. In [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Definition 3.4, we adopted a slightly differ-
ent notion of being “(S, T )-locally (or totally globally) principally Green-compatible
outside exceptional sets”, where the divisor Q of Y appearing in (i) above is not as-
sumed to be principal. Here we adopt the above notion of being “(S, T )-locally (or
totally globally) bi-principally Green-compatible outside exceptional sets”, since it
is more natural in our settings (although both notions work).
Proposition 3.12. (Total Global Green-Compatibility Outside Exceptional Sets)
In the situation of Theorem 3.2, assume further that α is Frobenius-preserving.
Then the isomorphism α is totally globally, and totally globally bi-principally, Green-
compatible outside exceptional sets.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.8 in [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1]. (See also
[Mochizuki1], Corollary 3.1.) 
§4. Isomorphisms between geometrically pro-Σ arithmetic fundamental
groups.
We maintain the notations of §3.
Definition/Remark 4.1. Let J = JX be the Jacobian variety of X . Let Div
0
X\E
be the group of degree zero divisors on X which are supported on points in X \E.
Write DX\E for the kernel of the natural homomorphism Div
0
X\E → J(k)
Σ. Here,
J(k)Σ stands for the maximal pro-Σ quotient J(k)/(J(k){Σ′}) of J(k), where, for
an abelian group M , M{Σ′} stands for the subgroup of torsion elements a of M
such that every prime divisor of the order of a belongs to Σ′. Then DX\E sits
naturally in the following exact sequence:
0→ PriX\E → DX\E → J(k){Σ
′} → 0,
where PriX\E
def
= O×E/k
×
X stands for the group of principal divisors supported in
X \E. Further, let DX\E be the inverse image of DX\E in lim−→ H
1(Πc-abUS ,MX) (cf.
Proposition 3.7(ii)). Then DX\E sits naturally in the following exact sequence
0→ O×E/(k
×
X{Σ
′})→ DX\E → J(k){Σ
′} → 0.
Now, let X , Y be proper hyperbolic curves over finite fields kX , kY of charac-
teristic pX , pY , respectively, and define KX , KY to be the function fields of X ,
Y , respectively. Let ΣX (respectively, ΣY ) be a set of prime numbers that con-
tains at least one prime number different from pX (respectively, pY ). Write ∆X
(respectively, ∆Y ) for the maximal pro-ΣX quotient of π1(X) (respectively, the
maximal pro-ΣY quotient of π1(Y )), and ΠX (respectively, ΠY ) for the quotient
π1(X)/Ker(π1(X)։ ∆X) of π1(X) (respectively, the quotient π1(Y )/Ker(π1(Y )։
∆Y ) of π1(Y )).
Let
α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY
be an isomorphism of profinite groups and write Σ
def
= ΣX = ΣY (cf. Proposition
1.7(ii)).
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Theorem 4.2. (Reconstruction of Pseudo-Functions) Assume that α is Frobenius-
preserving. Then:
(i) The bijection φ : Xcl \EX
∼
→ Y cl \EY induced by α (where EX and EY are the
exceptional sets), together with the isomorphisms in Corollary 3.3, induce natural
bijections ρ¯ : DY \EY
∼
→ DX\EX , ρ
′ : DY \EY
∼
→ DX\EX , which fit into the following
commutative diagrams
0 −−−−→ PriX\EX = O
×
EX
/k×X −−−−→ DX\EX −−−−→ JX(kX){Σ
′} −−−−→ 0
ρ¯
x
0 −−−−→ PriY \EY = O
×
EY
/k×Y −−−−→ DY \EY −−−−→ JY (kY ){Σ
′} −−−−→ 0
and
0 −−−−→ O×EX/(k
×
X{Σ
′}) −−−−→ DX\EX −−−−→ JX(kX){Σ
′} −−−−→ 0
ρ′
x
0 −−−−→ O×EY /(k
×
Y {Σ
′}) −−−−→ DY \EY −−−−→ JY (kY ){Σ
′} −−−−→ 0
Moreover, the following diagram commutes
DX\EX
ρ′
←−−−− DY \EYy y
DX\EX
ρ¯
←−−−− DY \EY
where the vertical maps are the natural ones.
(ii) The bijection ρ¯ in (i) induces a natural isomorphism
ρ¯ : HY
∼
→ HX .
Here, HX
def
= Ker(PriX\EX
ρ¯−1
→ DY \EY → JY (kY ){Σ
′}) and HY
def
= Ker(PriY \EY
ρ¯
→
DX\EX → JX(kX){Σ
′}) are finite index subgroups of O×EX/k
×
X and O
×
EY
/k×Y ,
respectively. (More precisely, the quotients (O×EX/k
×
X)/HX and (O
×
EY
/k×Y )/HY
are Σ′-primary finite abelian groups that are embeddable into JY (kY ){Σ
′} and
JX(kX){Σ
′}, respectively.) Moreover, let H ′X (resp. H
′
Y ) be the inverse image
of HX (resp. HY ) in O
×
EX
/(k×X){Σ
′} (resp. O×EY /(k
×
Y {Σ
′})). Then the isomor-
phism ρ′ in (i) induces a natural isomorphism ρ′ : H ′Y
∼
→ H ′X which fits into the
following commutative diagram
(4.1)
H ′X
ρ′
←−−−− H ′Yy y
HX
ρ¯
←−−−− HY
where the vertical maps are the natural surjections.
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In particular, ρ′ induces a natural isomorphism
τ : (k×Y )
Σ = k×Y /(k
×
Y {Σ
′})
∼
→ k×X/(k
×
X{Σ
′}) = (k×X)
Σ.
(iii) The diagram in (ii) is functorial in X, Y , in the following sense: if ξ : X ′ →
X is a finite e´tale covering, arising from an open subgroup ΠX′ ⊂ ΠX , which
corresponds to a finite e´tale covering Y ′ → Y via α (thus, ΠY ′
def
= α(ΠX′)), then α
induces natural isomorphisms γ′ : H ′Y ′
∼
→ H ′X′ and γ : HY ′
∼
→ HX′ , which fit into
the following commutative diagrams
H ′X′
γ′
←−−−− H ′Y ′x x
H ′X
ρ′
←−−−− H ′Y
and
HX′
γ
←−−−− HY ′x x
HX
ρ
←−−−− HY
where the vertical maps are natural homomorphisms induced by the natural injective
homomorphisms O×EX/k
×
X{Σ
′} →֒ O×EX′ /k
×
X′{Σ
′}, O×EY /k
×
Y {Σ
′} →֒ O×EY ′ /k
×
Y ′{Σ
′}.
O×EX/k
×
X →֒ O
×
EX′
/k×X′ , and O
×
EY
/k×Y →֒ O
×
EY ′
/k×Y ′.
In particular, α induces a natural isomorphism
τ : (k¯×Y )
Σ = k¯×Y /(k¯
×
Y {Σ
′})
∼
→ k¯×X/(k¯
×
X{Σ
′}) = (k¯×X)
Σ
which extends τ : (k×Y )
Σ ∼→ (k×X)
Σ in (ii).
Proof. Similar to the proof of [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa1], Theorem 3.6. (See also [Sa¨ıdi-
Tamagawa3], Lemma 4.5 for a similar statement in the birational case.) Here, the
commutativity of the diagrams in (iii) follows basically from the functoriality of
Kummer theory, together with the commutativity of the diagram
MX′ ←−−−− MY ′x x
MX ←−−−− MY
where the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms induced by α (or, more precisely, by
α−1, via the functoriality of H2) and the vertical arrows are isomorphisms defined
geometrically via the identification of MX and MX′ (resp. MY and MY ′) with
the Tate module of Gm over k¯X = k¯X′ (resp. k¯Y = k¯Y ′). The commutativity
of this last diagram follows from the fact that the above (geometrically defined)
isomorphismMX
∼
→MX′ (resp. MY
∼
→MY ′) is identified with the composite of the
(X ′
k¯X
: Xk¯X )-multiplication map MX → MX (resp. the (Y
′
k¯Y
: Yk¯Y )-multiplication
map MY → MY ) and the inverse of the natural isomorphism MX′
∼
→ (X ′
k¯X
:
Xk¯X )MX ⊂ MX (resp. MY ′
∼
→ (Y ′
k¯Y
: Yk¯Y )MY ⊂ MY ) induced by the inclusion
MX′ →MX (resp. MY ′ → MY ) arising from the functoriality of H
2, and the fact
that (X ′
k¯X
: Xk¯X ) = (∆X : ∆X′) = (∆Y : ∆Y ′) = (Y
′
k¯Y
: Yk¯Y ). 
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Definition 4.3. We say that α is pseudo-constants-additive if τ : (k¯×Y )
Σ ∼→ (k¯×X)
Σ
in Theorem 4.2(iii) satisfies the following: For η ∈ k
×
Y and ζ ∈ k
×
X , if
1 + η 6= 0 and τ(η′) = ζ ′,
then there exist α, β ∈ k
×
X{Σ
′}, such that
α+ βζ 6= 0 and τ((1 + η)′) = (α+ βζ)′.
Here, for an element ξ of k¯×X (resp. k¯
×
Y ), ξ
′ denotes its image in (k¯×X)
Σ (resp. (k¯×Y )
Σ).
Theorem 4.4. (Pseudo-Constants-Additive Isomorphisms) Assume that Σ is kX -
large and kY -large, that at least one of X and Y is almost Σ-separated, and that α is
pseudo-constants-additive. Then α arises from a uniquely determined commutative
diagram of schemes:
X˜
∼
−−−−→ Y˜y y
X
∼
−−−−→ Y
in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are the
profinite e´tale coverings determined by the groups ΠX , ΠY .
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.4 and deducing
corollaries.
First, since Σ is kX -large and kY -large, α is Frobenius-preserving by Proposition
2.5(ii). Thus, we may apply Theorem 1.9, Theorem 3.12 and Theorem 4.2 to α. In
particular, α is totally globally bi-principally Green-compatible outside exceptional
sets by Theorem 3.12. Also, we see that both X and Y are almost Σ-separated.
Indeed, let FX (resp. FY ) denote the compositum of k(x) (resp. k(y)) in k¯X (resp.
k¯Y ) for all x ∈ EX (resp. y ∈ EY ). Then it follows from Theorem 1.9(i) that GFX ⊂
GkX corresponds to GFY ⊂ GkY via the natural isomorphism GkX
∼
→ GkY induced
by α (cf. Proposition 1.7(i)). Thus, FX ( k¯X (i.e., GFX 6= {1}) is equivalent to
FY ( k¯Y (i.e., GFY 6= {1}).
Let x ∈ Xcl \EX and y
def
= φ(x) ∈ Y cl \EY . Then, as α preserves the decompo-
sition groups at x, y, respectively, α induces naturally an isomorphism
τx,y : (k(y)
×)Σ
∼
→ (k(x)×)Σ
(cf. Proposition 3.7(iii))), which fits into a commutative diagram
(k(x)×)Σ
τx,y
←−−−− (k(y)×)Σx x
(k×X)
Σ τ←−−−− (k×Y )
Σ
where the vertical maps are the natural homomorphisms.
Next, we shall think of elements of O×EX/(kX)
×, O×EY /(kY )
× as principal divisors
of rational functions onX , Y , respectively, and denote them f¯ , g¯, . . . , where f , g are
rational functions on X , Y , whose supports of divisors are disjoint from EX , EY ,
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respectively. We will denote the elements of O×EX/(k
×
X{Σ
′}), O×EY /(k
×
Y {Σ
′}), by
f ′, g′, . . . , where f , g, are rational functions on X , Y , whose supports of divisors are
disjoint fromEX , EY , respectively, and refer to them as “pseudo-functions”
def
=classes
of elements of O×EX , O
×
EY
, modulo k×X{Σ
′}, k×Y {Σ
′}, respectively. For each x ∈
Xcl \ EX (resp. y
def
= φ(x) ∈ Y cl \ EY ), we denote by vx : O
×
EX
/(kX)
× → Z
(resp. vy : O
×
EY
/(kY )
× → Z) the function induced by the (normalized, additive)
valuation vx : K
×
X → Z at x (resp. vy : K
×
Y → Z at y). Further, we denote by
deg : O×EX/(kX)
× → Z≥0 (resp. deg : O
×
EY
/(kY )
× → Z≥0) the function induced by
the degree function deg : K×X → Z≥0 (resp. deg : K
×
Y → Z≥0) that sends f ∈ K
×
X
(resp. f ∈ K×Y ) to the degree of the pole divisor of f .
Lemma 4.5. (Recovering the Valuations and the Σ-Values of Pseudo-Functions)
Consider the commutative diagram (4.1). Let x ∈ Xcl \ EX and y
def
= φ(x) ∈
Y cl \ EY . Then the following implications hold:
(i) For f¯ ∈ HY and g¯ ∈ HX :
ρ¯(f¯) = g¯ =⇒ vy(f¯) = vx(g¯).
In particular, in terms of divisors, if:
f¯ = y1 + y2 + · · ·+ yn − y
′
1 − · · · − y
′
n′ ,
then:
g¯ = x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn − x
′
1 − · · · − x
′
n′ ,
where yi
def
= φ(xi) (resp. y
′
i′
def
= φ(x′i′)) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (resp. i
′ ∈ {1, . . . , n′}). In
other words, the isomorphism ρ¯ : HY
∼
→ HX preserves the valuations of the classes
of functions in HX , HY with respect to the bijection φ : X
cl \ EX
∼
→ Y cl \ EY
between points. Further, the isomorphism ρ¯ preserves the degrees of the classes of
functions in HX , HY .
(ii) For f ′ ∈ H ′Y and g
′ ∈ H ′X :
vy(f¯) = 0 and ρ(f
′) = g′ =⇒ vx(g¯) = 0 and τx,y(f
′(y)) = g′(x)
where
y = φ(x) and τx,y : (k(y)
×)Σ
∼
→ (k(x)×)Σ
is the natural identification above. In other words, the isomorphism ρ′ : H ′Y
∼
→
H ′X preserves the Σ-values of the pseudo-functions in H
′
X , H
′
Y with respect to the
bijection φ : Xcl \ EX
∼
→ Y cl \ EY between points.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows from Proposition 3.7(i)(ii), together with the fact that
[k(x) : kX ] = [k(φ(x)) : kY ] for each x ∈ X
cl \ EX (cf. discussion before Corollary
3.3), and assertion (ii) follows from Proposition 3.7(iii), together with the fact that
α is totally globally bi-principally Green-compatible outside exceptional sets. 
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Lemma 4.6. Let x ∈ Xcl\EX and y
def
= φ(x) ∈ Y cl\EY . The natural identification
τx,y : (k(y)
×)Σ
∼
→ (k(x)×)Σ,
induced by α, satisfies the following property: For η ∈ k(y)× and ζ ∈ k(x)×, if
1 + η 6= 0 and τx,y(η
′) = ζ ′,
then there exist α, β ∈ k
×
X{Σ
′}, such that
α+ βζ 6= 0 and τx,y((1 + η)
′) = (α+ βζ)′.
Proof. Similar to the proof of [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3], Lemma 4.10. 
Let l ∈ Primes be a prime number which is both (X,Σ)-admissible and (Y,Σ)-
admissible, i.e., for every finite extension k′ of kX (resp. kY ), (k
′)l∩FX (resp. (k
′)l∩
FY ) is finite, where (k
′)l is the maximal pro-l extension of k′, and, in particular,
EX ∩X((k
′)l)cl (resp. EY ∩Y ((k
′)l)cl) is finite. Let X l, Y l be the normalization of
X , Y in KXk
l
X , KY k
l
Y , respectively. Set EXl
def
= EX ×kX k
l
X , EY l
def
= EY ×kY k
l
Y ,
and write O×E
Xl
, O×E
Y l
for the group of multiplicative functions on X l, Y l whose
supports of divisors are disjoint from EXl , EY l , respectively. Define DXl\E
Xl
,
DXl\E
Xl
(resp. DY l\E
Y l
, DY l\E
Y l
) in a similar way as in Definition 4.1. Thus, we
have natural exact sequences
0→ O×E
Xl
/(klX)
× → DXl\E
Xl
→ JX(k
l
X){Σ
′} → 0
and
0→ O×E
Xl
/(klX)
×{Σ′})→ DXl\E
Xl
→ JX(k
l
X){Σ
′} → 0
(resp. similar sequences for DY l\E
Y l
and DY l\E
Y l
).
The isomorphism α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY induces natural isomorphisms ρ¯ : DY l\E
Y l
∼
→
DXl\E
Xl
, and ρ′ : DY l\E
Y l
∼
→ DXl\E
Xl
(by passing to finite subextensions of klX/kX
and klY /kY corresponding to each other by α, cf. Theorem 4.2(i)), which fit into
the following commutative diagram
DXl\E
Xl
ρ′
←−−−− DY l\E
Y ly y
DXl\E
Xl
ρ¯
←−−−− DY l\E
Y l
where the vertical maps are the natural ones. The above isomorphism ρ¯ implies
the existence of subgroups HXl (resp. HY l) of O
×
E
Xl
/(klX)
× (resp. O×E
Y l
/(klY )
×),
which are functorial in X and Y , and a natural isomorphism
ρ¯ : HY l
∼
→ HXl ,
which lies above the isomorphism ρ¯ : HY
∼
→ HX in Theorem 4.2(ii). (Use sim-
ilar arguments as those in the proof of Theorem 4.2(ii).) Moreover, let H ′
Xl
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(resp. H ′
Y l
) be the inverse image of HXl (resp. HY l) in O
×
E
Xl
/((klX)
×{Σ′}) (resp.
O×E
Y l
/((klY )
×{Σ′})). Then there exists a natural isomorphism ρ′ : H ′
Y l
∼
→ H ′
Xl
(cf.
Theorem 4.2(ii)), and H ′
Xl
(resp. H ′
Y l
) is a subgroup of O×E
Xl
/((klX)
×{Σ′}) (resp.
O×E
Y l
/((klY )
×{Σ′})). Further, let
H×
Xl
def
= {f ∈ O×E
Xl
| f¯ ∈ HXl} (resp. H
×
Y l
def
= {f ∈ O×E
Y l
| f¯ ∈ HY l} ).
Then H×
Xl
(resp. H×
Y l
) is a subgroup of O×E
Xl
(resp. O×E
Y l
), and the quotient
O×E
Xl
/H×
Xl
(resp. O×E
Y l
/H×
Y l
) is embeddable into JY (k
l
Y ){Σ
′} (resp. JX(k
l
X){Σ
′}),
hence is a Σ′-primary torsion abelian group. (More precisely, let r be a prime
number. Then the r-primary part of O×E
Xl
/H×
Xl
(resp. O×E
Y l
/H×
Y l
) is trivial (resp.
finite, resp. embeddable into a finite direct sum of Qr/Zr), if r ∈ Σ (resp. r ∈
Σ′ \ {l}, resp. r is any prime.) We have a commutative diagram
H ′
Xl
ρ′
←−−−− H ′
Y ly y
HXl
ρ¯
←−−−− HY l
where the vertical maps are the natural surjections (cf. Theorem 4.2(ii)), and lies
above the commutative diagram (4.1) in Theorem 4.2(ii).
We state the following results (Remark 4.7, Lemma 4.8, Corollary 4.10 and
Lemmas 4.11-4.13) only for X , but similar statments also hold for Y .
Remark 4.7. If Σ is JY -large, then FY is contained in a finite extension ( 6= k¯Y )
of k¯
Ker(ρJY ,Σ′
)
Y by Proposition 2.12. Thus, any l such that the image of the pro-l
Sylow subgroup GkY ,l of GkY under ρJY ,Σ′ is finite is (Y,Σ)-admissible. (Further,
by Proposition 2.13(ii), such an l is automatically in Σ∪{p}.) Let us take such an l.
Then it follows that (ρJY ,Σ′(GkY ) : ρJY ,Σ′(Gkl
Y
)) <∞, hence ♯(JY (k
l
Y ){Σ
′}) <∞.
Thus, in this case, the quotient O×E
Xl
/H×
Xl
is finite.
Lemma 4.8. Let f1, . . . , fn ∈ OE
Xl
. Then, for all but finitely many c ∈ klX ,
f1 − c, . . . , fn − c ∈ O
×
E
Xl
.
Proof. We may and shall assume n = 1 and set f
def
= f1. (The assertion for
general n can be reduced to this special case immediately.) The function f ∈
OE
Xl
descends to a finite extension of kX . More precisely, there exists a finite
subextension k0/kX of k
l
X/kX , such that f ∈ OEXk0
, where EXk0
def
= EX ×kX k0
and OEXk0
= OEX ⊗kX k0. Then f defines a k0-morphism f : Xk0 → P
1
k0
of
degree, say, d. One has f−1(P1k0(k
l)cl) ⊂ X(k′)cl, where k′ is the compositum
of finite extensions of kl of degree ≤ d, which is finite over kl. On the other
hand, EXk0 ⊂ Xk0(F )
cl, where F
def
= FXk0. By Proposition 2.13, we see that
S := f−1(P1k0(k
l)cl) ∩ EXk0 is finite. Now, for each c ∈ k
l \ f(S)(kl) (⊂ P1k0(k
l)),
one has f − c ∈ O×E
Xl
, as desired. 
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Definition 4.9. (i) For a subset S of a field of characteristic p > 0, we denote by
〈S〉 the abelian subgroup (or, equivalently, Fp-vector subspace) generated by S.
(ii) RXl
def
= 〈H×
Xl
〉, RY l
def
= 〈H×
Y l
〉.
Corollary 4.10. (i) (klX)
× +O×E
Xl
= OE
Xl
.
(ii) 〈O×E
Xl
〉 = OE
Xl
. In particular, 〈O×E
Xl
〉 coincides with the klX-subalgebra gener-
ated by O×E
Xl
.
Proof. (i) Clearly klX +O
×
E
Xl
⊂ OE
Xl
. To show the opposite, take any f ∈ OE
Xl
.
Then, by Lemma 4.8, there exists c ∈ (klX)
× such that f − c ∈ O×E
Xl
. Thus,
f = c+ (f − c) ∈ (klX)
× +O×E
Xl
, as desired.
(ii) The first assertion follows directly from (i). The second assertion follows from
the first assertion, together with the fact that OE
Xl
is a klX-algebra. 
So far, we have only resorted to the assumptions that Σ is kX -large and kY -large
and that at least one of X and Y is almost Σ-separated. From now, we will resort
to the other assumption that α is pseudo-constants-additive.
Lemma 4.11. Let f ∈ H×
Xl
, and assume that 1 + f ∈ O×E
Xl
. Then 1 + f ∈ H×
Xl
.
Proof. Replacing kX , kY by suitable finite subextensions of k
l
X/kX and k
l
Y /kY
corresponding to each other by α, we may assume that f ∈ H×X . Then the proof is
similar to [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3], Lemma 3.16, using Proposition 2.4. More precisely,
write (ρ′)−1(f ′) = g′. We have ((1 + f)′)m ∈ H ′X and we may write (ρ
′)−1(((1 +
f)′)m) = h′ with h ∈ H×Y for some positive integer m divisible only by primes in Σ
′.
By evaluating the pseudo-function h′ at all points in Y cl\Y (FY )
cl, and using Lemma
4.6 and Proposition 2.4, we deduce that h′ = (ρ′)−1(((1 + f)′)m) = ((1 + cg)′)m ∈
H ′Y ⊂ DY \EY for some c ∈ (kY )
×{Σ′} (cf. loc. cit. for more details). Hence,
(ρ′)−1((1+ f)′) = (1+ cg)′ ∈ DY \EY since DY \EY admits no nontrivial Σ
′-primary
torsion (DY \EY has no nontrivial torsion, and the kernel of the natural surjective
map DY \EY → DY \EY is Σ-primary torsion). As (1 + cg)
′ ∈ O×EY /(k
×
Y {Σ
′}), we
have (1 + f)′ ∈ H ′X by definition, as desired. 
Lemma 4.12. (i) RXl coincides with the k
l
X -subalgebra generated by H
×
Xl
.
(ii) Let f1, . . . , fn ∈ RXl . Then, for all but finitely many c ∈ k
l
X , f1−c, . . . , fn−c ∈
H×
Xl
.
(iii) (klX)
× +H×
Xl
= RXl .
(iv) RXl ∩O
×
E
Xl
= R×
Xl
= H×
Xl
.
Proof. (i) First, note that klX = (k
l
X)
× ∪ {0} is contained in RXl = 〈H
×
Xl
〉, as
(klX)
× ⊂ H×
Xl
. Thus, it suffices to prove that RXl is stable under multiplication.
But this just follows from the fact that H×
Xl
(which is a multiplicative subgroup) is
stable under multiplication.
(ii) We may and shall assume n = 1 and set f
def
= f1. (The assertion for general n
can be reduced to this special case immediately.) As f ∈ RXl = 〈H
×
Xl
〉, f can be
written as f = g1+ · · ·+gm with g1, . . . , gm ∈ H
×
Xl
. We shall prove the assertion for
f by induction on m. The case m = 0 (i.e., f = 0) is easy: any c ∈ klX \{0} satisfies
the desired property. The case m = 1 (i.e., f = g1 ∈ H
×
Xl
) follows immediately
from Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.11. More precisely, by Lemma 4.8 (and the case
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m = 0), for all but finitely many c ∈ klX , one has f − c ∈ O
×
E
Xl
and −c ∈ H×
Xl
,
hence
f − c =
f − c
f
· f =
(
−c
f
+ 1
)
f ∈ H×
Xl
by Lemma 4.11. Now, assume m > 1 and suppose that the assertion holds for
m− 1. Then it follows from Lemma 4.8 and the induction hypothesis that, for all
but finitely many c ∈ klX , one has f − c ∈ O
×
E
Xl
and (g1 + · · ·+ gm−1) − c ∈ H
×
Xl
.
Now, as
f − c =
f − c
gm
· gm =
(
(g1 + · · ·+ gm−1)− c
gm
+ 1
)
gm,
one has f − c ∈ H×
Xl
by Lemma 4.11.
(iii) Clearly (klX)
× +H×
Xl
⊂ RXl . To show the opposite, take any f ∈ RXl . Then,
by (ii), there exists c ∈ (klX)
× such that f − c ∈ H×
Xl
. Thus, f = c + (f − c) ∈
(klX)
× +H×
Xl
, as desired.
(iv) Clearly RXl∩O
×
E
Xl
⊃ R×
Xl
⊃ H×
Xl
, hence it suffices to prove RXl∩O
×
E
Xl
⊂ H×
Xl
.
So, take any f ∈ RXl ∩ O
×
E
Xl
. By (iii), there exist c ∈ (klX)
× and g ∈ H×
Xl
such
that f = c+ g. As
f =
f
c
· c =
(
1 +
g
c
)
c,
one has f ∈ H×
Xl
by Lemma 4.11. 
Lemma 4.13. Fr(OE
Xl
) = Fr(RXl) and OEXl is the normalization of RXl .
Proof. Write KXl = Fr(OEXl ) (= KXk
l
X) and NXl = Fr(RXl).
Step 1. OE
Xl
is the integral closure of RXl in KXl .
Indeed, as OE
Xl
is the intersection of discrete valuation rings OXl,x (x ∈ EXl),
OE
Xl
is integrally closed. On the other hand, as O×E
Xl
/R×
Xl
is torsion, each element
of O×E
Xl
is integral over RXl . As OEXl = 〈O
×
E
Xl
〉, OE
Xl
is integral over RXl , as
desired.
Step 2. O×E
Xl
/(klX)
× and R×
Xl
/(klX)
× are free Z-modules of countably infinite rank.
Indeed, each of these groups is injectively mapped into Div0Xl\E
Xl
with torsion
cokernel. Now, the assertion follows from the fact that Div0Xl\E
Xl
itself is a free
Z-module of countably infinite rank. (Note that (X l)cl \EXl is a countably infinite
set.)
Step 3. KXl/NXl is finite.
Indeed, since klX ⊂ NXl ⊂ KXl and KXl is a (regular) function field of one
variable over klX , it suffices to prove that NXl ) k
l
X . But this follows, for example,
from Step 1 or Step 2.
Step 4. KXl/NXl is separable.
Indeed, otherwise, NXl ⊂ (KXl)
p, since KXl/NXl is a finite extension of (reg-
ular) function fields of one variable over a perfect field klX . Then RXl ⊂ OEXl ∩
(KXl)
p = (OE
Xl
)p (where the last equality follows from the fact that OE
Xl
is nor-
mal), and R×
Xl
⊂ ((OE
Xl
)p)× = (O×E
Xl
)p. Thus, one hasO×E
Xl
/R×
Xl
։ O×E
Xl
/(O×E
Xl
)p.
But this is impossible, since the p-primary part of the torsion abelian groupO×E
Xl
/R×
Xl
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is embeddable into a finite direct sum of Qp/Zp (hence is isomorphic to a direct
sum of a finite number of copies of Qp/Zp and a p-primary finite abelian group),
while O×E
Xl
/(O×E
Xl
)p is an Fp-vector space of countably infinite dimension by Step
2.
Step 5. K×
Xl
/N×
Xl
has finite torsion.
Indeed, the homomorphism NXl → KXl of fields comes from a finite, generically
e´tale klX-morphism X
l → Z (where Z is a proper, smooth, geometrically connected
curve over klX with function field NXl) of degree d
def
= [KXl : NXl ]. Then
K×
Xl
/N×
Xl
= (K×
Xl
/(klX)
×)/(N×
Xl
/(klX)
×) = PriXl /PriZ .
Considering the commutative diagram with two rows exact:
0 −−−−→ PriZ −−−−→ DivZ −−−−→ PicZ −−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−→ PriXl −−−−→ DivXl −−−−→ PicXl −−−−→ 0
in which the vertical arrows are induced by the pull-back of divisors by the mor-
phism X l → Z, one obtains an exact sequence
0→ Ker(PicZ → PicXl)→ PriXl /PriZ → DivXl /DivZ .
Now, on the one hand, by considering the norm map PicXl → PicZ , one sees that
Ker(PicZ → PicXl) ⊂ PicZ [d] = Pic
0
Z [d] = JZ(k
l
X)[d],
hence that Ker(PicZ → PicXl) is finite. On the other hand, by considering the
definition of DivZ → DivXl , one sees that the torsion of DivXl /DivZ (all of which
arises from the finitely many ramified points of the generically e´tale morphism
X l → Z) is finite. Thus, the assertion follows.
Step 6. Let R˜Xl denote the normalization of RXl in NXl . Then (O
×
E
Xl
: R˜×
Xl
) <∞.
Indeed, as O×E
Xl
/R˜×
Xl
և O×E
Xl
/R×
Xl
, O×E
Xl
/R˜×
Xl
is torsion. On the other hand,
as OE
Xl
is integral over R˜Xl and R˜Xl is integrally closed, one has O
×
E
Xl
/R˜×
Xl
→֒
K×
Xl
/N×
Xl
. Now, the assertion follows from Step 5.
Step 7. End of proof: OE
Xl
= R˜Xl and KXl = NXl .
Indeed, by Step 6, we may writeO×E
Xl
= R˜×
Xl
f1∪· · ·∪R˜
×
Xl
fr for some f1, . . . , fr ∈
O×E
Xl
. This, together with Corollary 4.10(i), implies that OE
Xl
= (R˜Xlf1 ∪ · · · ∪
R˜Xlfr) + k
l
X , and that OEXl /k
l
X = R˜Xlf1 ∪ · · · ∪ R˜Xlfr as a union of k
l
X-vector
subspaces (where R˜Xlfi denotes the image of R˜Xlfi in OEXl /k
l
X). As k
l
X is an
infinite field, we must haveOE
Xl
/klX = R˜Xlfi for some i, henceOEXl = k
l
X+R˜Xlfi.
We claim that f
def
= fi ∈ NXl . Indeed, otherwise, 1, f ∈ KXl are linearly
independent over NXl . Namely, NXl ⊕NXlf →֒ KXl , hence, in particular, R˜Xl ⊕
R˜Xlf →֒ OEXl . As k
l
X ( RXl ⊂ R˜Xl , one has k
l
X ⊕ R˜Xlf ( R˜Xl ⊕ R˜Xlf . This
implies that klX + R˜Xlf ( RXl + R˜Xlf ⊂ OEXl , which is absurd.
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Now, f ∈ NXl∩O
×
Xl
= R˜×
Xl
, where the last equality follows from Step 1, together
with the definition of R˜Xl . Thus, OEXl = k
l
X+R˜Xlf = k
l
X+R˜Xl = R˜Xl , as desired.
In particular, KXl = Fr(OEXl ) = Fr(R˜Xl) = NXl . 
Next, we will denote by P(RXl)
def
= (RXl \ {0})/(k
l
X)
× (resp. P(RY l)
def
= (RY l \
{0})/(klY )
×) the projective space associated to the infinite-dimensional klX-vector
space RXl (resp. the k
l
Y -vector space RY l) and by L(RXl) (⊂ 2
P(R
Xl
)) (resp.
L(RY l) (⊂ 2
P(R
Y l
))) the set of lines on P(RXl) (resp. P(RY l)). We view UXl
def
=
HXl = R
×
Xl
/(klX)
× and UY l
def
= HY l = R
×
Y l
/(klY )
× (cf. Lemma 4.12(iv)) as subsets
of the projective spaces P(RXl) and P(RY l), respectively. Let FX/kX and FY /kY
be the extensions in Definition 2.9. We define the following sets of subsets of P1(klX)
and P1(klY ):
SXl
def
= {S ⊂ P1(klX) | ♯(S) <∞}, SY l
def
= {S ⊂ P1(klY ) | ♯(S) <∞}.
Lemma 4.14. The sets SXl and SY l are admissible (cf. Definition 5.4(ii) for the
meaning of being admissible).
Proof. This follows from the fact that klX and k
l
Y are infinite. See Remark 5.5. 
Lemma 4.15. The subset UXl ⊂ P(RXl) is SXl -ample, and the subset UY l ⊂
P(RY l) is SY l-ample (cf. Definition 5.6(iii) for the meaning of being SXl -ample
and SY l-ample).
Proof. We prove that UXl is SXl -ample. The proof that UY l is SY l -ample is similar.
We have to prove the following equality L(RXl)UXl = L(RXl)UXl ,SXl (cf. Definition
5.6(iii)(2)). More precisely, let ℓ ∈ L(RXl) be a line in the projective space P(RXl)
such that ℓU
Xl
def
= ℓ ∩ UXl 6= ∅, then we have to prove that ℓ \ ℓUXl ∈ SXl ,
i.e., ♯(ℓ \ ℓU
Xl
) < ∞. We have ℓ = P(V ), where V is a 2-dimensional klX-vector
subspace of RXl . As ℓUXl 6= ∅ we can take f ∈ V ∩ R
×
Xl
. Further, taking any
g ∈ V \ klXf , we may write V = {af + bg | a, b ∈ k
l
X}. Then ℓ = {f}∪{cf + g, c ∈
klX} = {f} ∪ {(h− c)f, c ∈ k
l
X}, where h
def
= g
f
∈ RXl . Now, by Lemma 4.12(ii),
h−c ∈ R×
Xl
(hence (h− c)f ∈ UXl) for all but finitely many c ∈ k
l
X , as desired. 
Lemma 4.16. The natural isomorphism ρ¯ : UY l
∼
→ UXl induces a natural bijection
τ¯ : L(RY l)UY l
∼
→ L(RXl)UXl with the following property: If ℓ ∈ L(RY l)UY l then
τ¯(ℓ)U
Xl
= ρ¯(ℓU
Y l
), where τ¯(ℓ)U
Xl
def
= τ¯(ℓ) ∩ UXl and ℓUY l
def
= ℓ ∩ UY l .
Proof. We will define the map τ¯ . Let ℓ ∈ L(RY l)UY l . Then by Lemma 4.15, ℓ\ℓUY l
is finite, hence ℓU
Y l
is infinite. Take two distinct points f1, g1 ∈ ℓUY l , and take any
liftings f1, g1 ∈ R
×
Y l
of f1, g1, respectively. Set V1 = {af1+ bg1 | a, b ∈ k
l
Y }, so that
V1 is a 2-dimensional k
l
Y -vector subspace of RY l and that ℓ = P(V1) ⊂ P(RY l).
Then we have ℓ = {g1}∪{(1 + ch1)f1 | c ∈ k
l
Y }, where h1
def
= g1
f1
∈ R×
Y l
, and ℓU
Y l
=
{g1} ∪ {(1 + ch1)f1 | c ∈ k
l
Y , (1 + ch1) ∈ R
×
Y l
}. Take any c ∈ (klY )
× such that (1 +
ch1) ∈ R
×
Y l
. Set f ′2
def
= ρ′(f ′1), g
′
2
def
= ρ′(g′1), where ρ
′ : H ′
Y l
= R×
Y l
/((klY )
×{Σ′})
∼
→
H ′
Xl
= R×
Xl
/((klX)
×{Σ′}) is the natural isomorphism (cf. discussion before Lemma
4.11), and take any liftings f2, g2 ∈ R
×
Xl
of f ′2, g
′
2, respectively. Set h2
def
= g2
f2
∈ R×
Xl
,
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so that h′2 =
g′2
f ′2
= ρ′(h′1). Further set V2 = {af2 + bg2 | a, b ∈ k
l
X}. Since ρ¯ is
bijective, one has f2 6= g2, hence V2 is a 2-dimensional k
l
X -vector subspace of RXl .
Set τ¯(ℓ)
def
= ℓ′
def
= P(V2) ⊂ P(RXl). As f2 ∈ ℓ
′, one has ℓ′ ∈ L(RXl)UXl .
By evaluating the pseudo-function ρ′((1 + ch1)
′) at all points x ∈ (X l)cl above
Xcl \X(FX)
cl, and applying Lemma 4.5, Lemma 4.6, and Proposition 2.3 to suit-
able finite subextensions of klX/kX and k
l
Y /kY , we deduce that ρ
′((1 + ch1)
′) =
(α + βh2)
′ ∈ R×
Xl
/(k×
Xl
){Σ′} for some α ∈ (klX)
×{Σ′} and β ∈ (klX)
×, hence
ρ¯(1 + ch1) = 1 + γh2 for γ =
β
α
∈ (klX)
×. This, together with ρ¯(f1) = f2, ρ¯(g1) =
g2, implies that ρ¯(ℓUY l ) ⊂ τ¯(ℓ)UXl . Further, τ¯ is bijective since it has an inverse
τ¯ ′ : L(RXl)UXl
∼
→ L(RY l)UY l which is naturally deduced from α
−1 : ΠY
∼
→ ΠX .
By using τ¯ ′, we also conclude that ρ¯(ℓU
Y l
) = ℓ′U
Xl
, as desired. 
Lemma 4.17. (Recovering the Additive Structure of RXl and RY l) The following
hold.
(i) There exist natural isomorphisms ρ˜ : P(RY l)
∼
→ P(RXl) and τ˜ : L(RY l)
∼
→
L(RXl) which extend the isomorphisms ρ¯ : UY l
∼
→ UXl and τ¯ : L(RY l)UY l
∼
→
L(RXl)UXl , respectively, such that for every ℓ ∈ L(RY l), we have τ˜(ℓ) = ρ˜(ℓ) set-
theoretically.
(ii) The bijection ρ˜ arises from a ψ0-isomorphism
ψ : (RY l ,+)
∼
→ (RXl ,+),
where ψ0 : k
l
Y
∼
→ klX is a field isomorphism. Namely, ψ is an isomorphism of
abelian groups which is compatible with ψ0 in the sense that ψ(ax) = ψ0(a)ψ(x)
for a ∈ klY and x ∈ RY l . Further, ψ0 is uniquely determined and ψ is uniquely
determined up to scalar multiplication.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows formally from Lemma 4.16 and Theorem 5.7. Assertion
(ii) follows from Theorem 5.7. 
Lemma 4.18. (Recovering the Ring Structure of RXl and RY l) The following
hold.
(i) If we normalize the isomorphism
ψ : (RY l ,+)
∼
→ (RXl ,+),
in Lemma 4.17 by the condition ψ(1) = 1 (which is possible as ρ¯(1¯) = 1¯), it becomes
a ring isomorphism such that the diagram
RXl
ψ
←−−−− RY lx x
klX
ψ0
←−−−− klY
commutes.
(ii) ψ induces a natural commutative diagram
KXl
ψ
←−−−− KY lx x
KX
ψ
←−−−− KY
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where the horizontal maps are field isomorphisms and the vertical maps are natural
inclusions. Further, ψ : KY l
∼
→ KXl is Galois-equivariant with respect to the
isomorphism GkX
∼
→ GkY induced by α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY (cf. Proposition 1.7(i)).
(iii) ψ induces a natural commutative diagram
X l
ψ
−−−−→ Y ly y
X
ψ
−−−−→ Y
where the horizontal maps are scheme isomorphisms and the vertical maps are
natural projections. Further, ψ : X l
∼
→ Y l is Galois-equivariant with respect to the
isomorphism GkX
∼
→ GkY induced by α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY (cf. Proposition 1.7(i)).
Proof. (i) The proof is similar to the proof of [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3], Lemma 4.14.
More precisely, let f ∈ R×
Y l
, then ψ ◦ µf and µψ(f) ◦ ψ are ψ0-isomorphisms
(RY l ,+)
∼
→ (RXl ,+), where µg denotes the g-multiplication map. Note that
ψ(f) ∈ R×
Xl
, since ψ(f) = ρ¯(f) ∈ R×
Xl
/(klX)
× ⊂ K×
Xl
/(klX)
×. The isomorphisms
R×
Y l
/(klY )
× ∼→ R×
Xl
/(klX)
× they induce coincide with each other:
ψ ◦ µf = ρ¯ ◦ µf¯ = µρ¯(f) ◦ ρ¯ = µψ(f) ◦ ψ,
where the second equality follows from the multiplicativity of ρ¯. Further, we have
ψ ◦ µf (1) = ψ(f) = µψ(f)(1) = µψ(f) ◦ ψ(1).
Thus, the equality ψ ◦ µf = µψ(f) ◦ ψ follows from the uniqueness in Theorem 5.7.
This equality means that ψ(fg) = ψ(f)ψ(g) holds for f ∈ R×
Y l
and g ∈ RY l , which,
together with the fact that RY l = 〈R
×
Y l
〉, implies the multiplicativity of ψ.
(ii) By considering fields of fractions, we see that ψ : RY l
∼
→ RXl naturally induces
ψ : KY l
∼
→ KXl . Since the isomorphism ρ¯ : UY l
∼
→ UXl is Galois-equivariant under
the compatible actions of GkX and GkY respectively, and since the isomorphism
ψ : RY l
∼
→ RXl , 1 7→ 1 is uniquely determined by ρ¯, it follows that ψ : RY l
∼
→ RXl
is Galois-equivariant under the compatible actions of GkX and GkY , respectively,
hence so is ψ : KY l
∼
→ KXl . Now, the fact that the field isomorphism ψ : KY l
∼
→
KXl maps KY isomorphically to KX follows from this.
(iii) This follows immediately from (ii). 
Next, let X ′ → X be a finite e´tale covering corresponding to an open subgroup
ΠX′ ⊂ ΠX and Y
′ → Y the corresponding e´tale covering via α (i.e., ΠY ′
def
=
α(ΠX′)). (We refer to the case where X
′ → X is Galois (or, equivalently, Y ′ → Y
is Galois) as a Galois case.) Then α induces, by restriction to ΠX′ , an isomorphism
α : ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ .
To apply the preceding arguments to this isomorphism, we need to show that the
assumptions of Theorem 4.4 hold.
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Lemma 4.19. (i) Σ is kX′ -large and kY ′-large.
(ii) X ′ and Y ′ are Σ-separated. More precisely, FX′ and FY ′ are finite extensions of
FX and FY , respectively. In particular, a prime number is (X,Σ)-admissible (resp.
(Y,Σ)-admissible) if and only if it is (X ′,Σ)-admissible (resp. (Y ′,Σ)-admissible).
(iii) α : ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ is pseudo-constants-additive.
Proof. (i) This follows from the fact that kX′ and kY ′ are finite extensions of kX
and kY , respectively.
(ii) This follows from Proposition 2.11(i).
(iii) By Theorem 4.2(iii), the isomorphism τ : (k¯×Y ′)
Σ ∼→ (k¯×X′)
Σ induced by α :
ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ just coincides with the isomorphism τ : (k¯
×
Y )
Σ ∼→ (k¯×X)
Σ induced by
α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY . Thus, the pseudo-constants-additivity of α : ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ follows
from that of α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY . 
Now, we may apply Lemma 4.18 to α : ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ to obtain: (i) a ring isomor-
phism ψ′ : R(Y ′)l
∼
→ R(X′)l compatible with a field isomorphism ψ
′
0 : k
l
Y ′
∼
→ klX′ ;
(ii) a field isomorphism ψ′ : K(Y ′)l
∼
→ K(X′)l compatible with a field isomorphism
ψ′ : KY ′
∼
→ KX′ and Galois-equivariant with respect to the isomorphism GkX′
∼
→
GkY ′ induced by α : ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ ; and (iii) a scheme isomorphism ψ
′ : (X ′)l
∼
→ (Y ′)l
compatible with a scheme isomorphism ψ′ : X ′
∼
→ Y ′ and Galois-equivariant with
respect to the isomorphism GkX′
∼
→ GkY ′ induced by α : ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ . Further,
in the Galois case, these isomorphisms are Galois-equivariant with respect to the
isomorphism α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY . Indeed, this Galois-equivariance can be proved just
similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.18(ii).
Lemma 4.20. (i) The following diagram of rings is commutative:
R(X′)l
ψ′
←−−−− R(Y ′)lx x
RXl
ψ
←−−−− RY l
In particular, the following diagram of fields is commutative:
klX′
ψ′0←−−−− klY ′x x
klX
ψ0
←−−−− klY
(ii) The following diagram of fields is commutative:
K(X′)l
ψ′
←−−−− K(Y ′)lx x
KXl
ψ
←−−−− KY l
In particular, the following diagram of fields is commutative:
KX′
ψ′
←−−−− KY ′x x
KX
ψ
←−−−− KY
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(iii) The following diagram of schemes is commutative:
(X ′)l
ψ′
−−−−→ (Y ′)ly y
X l
ψ
−−−−→ Y l
In particular, the following diagram of schemes is commutative:
X ′
ψ′
−−−−→ Y ′y y
X
ψ
−−−−→ Y
Proof. (i) To prove the commutativity of the first diagram, we may and shall assume
that we are in the Galois case. Let ιX and ιY denote the natural inclusions RXl →
R(X′)l and RY l → R(Y ′)l , respectively. Applying Theorem 4.2(iii) to various finite
covers of X and Y , we see that the diagram in question induces a commutative
diagram
R×
(X′)l
/(klX′)
× ←−−−− R×
(Y ′)l
/(klY ′)
×x x
R×
Xl
/(klX)
× ←−−−− R×
Y l
/(klY )
×
In particular, we have
ψ′ ◦ ιY (R
×
Y l
) · (klX′)
× = ιX ◦ ψ(R
×
Y l
) · (klX′)
×.
Consider the ΠXl -fixed parts of both sides of this equality. Then, since ψ
′ : R(Y ′)l
∼
→
R(X′)l is Galois-equivariant with respect to α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY and since α(ΠXl) = ΠY l ,
we obtain
ψ′ ◦ ιY (R
×
Y l
) = ιX ◦ ψ(R
×
Y l
),
hence
R
def
= ψ′ ◦ ιY (RY l) = 〈ψ
′ ◦ ιY (R
×
Y l
)〉 = 〈ιX ◦ ψ(R
×
Y l
)〉 = ιX ◦ ψ(RY l).
Accordingly, each of ψ′ ◦ ιY and ιX ◦ ψ induces an isomorphism RY l
∼
→ R that
maps 1 to 1. Now, the desired equality ψ′ ◦ ιX = ιY ◦ψ follows from the uniqueness
assertion in Theorem 5.7.
The commutativity of the second diagram follows from that of the first diagram.
(ii) The commutativity of the first diagram follows from that of the first diagram
in (i). The commutativity of the second diagram follows from that of the first
diagram.
(iii) This follows immediate from (ii). 
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Corollary 4.21. The isomorphism α induces a natural isomorphism X˜
∼
→ Y˜ which
fits into a commutative diagram
X˜
∼
−−−−→ Y˜y y
X
∼
−−−−→ Y
where the vertical maps are the pro-e´tale coverings corresponding to ΠX and ΠY ,
respectively.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.20 by passing to open subgroups of ΠX and
ΠY which correspond to each other via α, together with the Galois-equivariance of
various isomorphisms in the Galois case. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Theorem 4.22. (A Refined Version of the Grothendieck Conjecture for Proper
Hyperbolic Curves over Finite Fields) Let X, Y be proper hyperbolic curves over
finite fields kX , kY of characteristic pX , pY , respectively. Let ΣX ,ΣY ⊂ Primes
be sets of prime numbers containing at least one prime number different from pX ,
pY , respectively, and set Σ
′
X
def
= Primes \ ΣX , Σ
′
Y
def
= Primes \ ΣY . Assume that
ΣX is JX -large and that ΣY is JY -large. Write ΠX , ΠY for the geometrically pro-
ΣX e´tale fundamental group of X and the geometrically pro-ΣY e´tale fundamental
group of Y , respectively. Let
α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY
be an isomorphism of profinite groups. Then α arises from a uniquely determined
commutative diagram of schemes:
X˜
∼
−−−−→ Y˜y y
X
∼
−−−−→ Y
in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are the
profinite e´tale coverings corresponding to the groups ΠX , ΠY , respectively.
Proof. By Proposition 1.7, we have Σ
def
= ΣX = ΣY . By Lemma 2.7, Σ is kX -large
and kY -large. By Proposition 2.5(i), we have p
def
= pX = pY . By Proposition 2.12,
X and Y are almost Σ-separated. Now, by Theorem 4.4, it suffices to prove that α
is pseudo-constants-additive.
Let the notations be as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. To prove that α is pseudo-
constants-additive, set
T˜Xl
def
= {f ∈ OE
Xl
| At least one pole of f is klX -rational.},
T˜×
Xl
def
= {f ∈ O×E
Xl
| f, f−1 ∈ T˜Xl},
and define T×
Xl
to be the intersection of T˜Xl with H
×
Xl
. Further, set T×
Xl
def
=
T×
Xl
/(klX)
×. We define T˜Y l , T˜
×
Y l
, T×
Y l
and T×
Y l
similarly. Since the divisors of
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functions are preserved under ρ¯ (cf. Lemma 4.5(i)) and since the degrees of exten-
sions of residue fields are preserved under φ : Xcl \ EX
∼
→ Y cl \ EY (cf. discussion
before Corollary 3.3), we have ρ¯(T×
Y l
) = T×
Xl
.
Observe that PGL2(k
l
X) acts onKXl\k
l
X = P
1(KXl)\P
1(klX) via linear fractional
transformation:
A =
(
a b
c d
)
mod (klX)
× ∈ PGL2(k
l
X), h ∈ KXl \ k
l
X =⇒ A · h
def
=
ah+ b
ch+ d
.
Claim: For any h ∈ KXl \ k
l
X , there exists A ∈ PGL2(k
l
X) such that f
def
= A · h
satisfies f, f +1 ∈ H×
Xl
. (In particular, T×
Xl
6= ∅.) A similar statement holds for Y .
Indeed, for simplicity, set PX
def
= PGL2(k
l
X) and write PXh for the PX -orbit
of h. Take a finite subextension k0/kX of k
l
X/kX such that h ∈ KXk0. Then h
can be regarded as a finite k0-morphism Xk0 → P
1
k0
. On the one hand, by the
Weil estimate, we have ♯(Xk0(k
l
0)
cl) =∞. On the other hand, by Proposition 2.13,
♯(h(Xk0(k
l
0)
cl) ∩ h(EX ×kX k0)) < ∞. Thus, there exist infinitely many points
x ∈ X(klX) whose image under h is not contained in h(EX ×kX k0) ∪ {∞}. Take
such an x and set d
def
= h(x) ∈ klX = P
1(klX) \ {∞}. Then the set of zeros of
h−d ∈ KlX intersects trivially with EXl and includes at least one k
l
X-rational point.
Thus, h1
def
= 1
h−d
∈ T˜Xl ∩ PXh. Next, it follows from the above argument again
(applied to h1 instead of h) that for all but finitely many c ∈ k
l
X , the set of zeros
of h1 − c ∈ K
l
X intersects trivially with EXl and includes at least one k
l
X-rational
point, hence h1−c ∈ T˜
×
Xl
∩PXh. Further, by Remark 4.7, (O
×
E
Xl
: H×
Xl
) <∞, hence
there exists an infinite subset C of klX such that for all c ∈ C, h1 − c ∈ T˜
×
Xl
∩ PXh
and h1 − c belongs to the same coset of O
×
E
Xl
/H×
Xl
. Now, take mutually distinct
three elements a, b, c ∈ C. Then
f
def
=
b− c
a− b
·
h1 − a
h1 − c
∈ T˜×
Xl
∩H×
Xl
∩ PXh ⊂ T
×
Xl
∩ PXh
and
f + 1
def
=
a− c
a− b
·
h1 − b
h1 − c
∈ T˜×
Xl
∩H×
Xl
∩ PXh ⊂ T
×
Xl
∩ PXh,
as desired.
As the degree of a function depends only on its PX-orbit, the above claim par-
ticularly implies that the set of degrees of functions in KXl \ k
l
X coincides with
that of H×
Xl
: deg(KXl \ k
l
X) = deg(H
×
Xl
), and, similarly, that the set of degrees of
functions in KY l \ k
l
Y coincides with that of H
×
Y l
: deg(KY l \ k
l
Y ) = deg(H
×
Y l
). In
particular, it follows from Lemma 4.5(i) that the gonality γXl of X
l coincides with
the gonality γY l of Y
l.
Now, take any h ∈ KY l \ k
l
Y attaining the gonality: deg(h) = γY l . Then,
by the above claim, there exists f ∈ PY h (where PY
def
= PGL2(k
l
Y )) such that
f, f + 1 ∈ H×
Y l
. As f ∈ PY h, we have deg(f) = deg(h) = γY l .
Set g′
def
= ρ′(f ′) ∈ H ′
Xl
, g′1
def
= ρ′((f + 1)′) ∈ H ′
Xl
and take any lifts g, g1 ∈ H
×
Xl
of g′, g′1, respectively. Then, by Lemma 4.5(i), deg(g) = deg(f) = γY l = γXl .
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As the pole divisors of f and f + 1 coincide, the pole divisors of g and g1
coincide by Lemma 4.5(i). Also, as f admits at least one klY -rational pole, g admits
at least one klX-rational pole, say, x. Now, by considering the leading terms of
Laurent expansions of g and g1 at the k
l
X-rational pole x, we see that there exists
β ∈ (klX)
×, such that the pole divisor Dβ of g1−βg is strictly smaller than the pole
divisor D of g. (That is to say, the divisor D −Dβ is effective and non-zero.) As
deg(g) = γXl , this implies that g1−βg is constant, hence we may write g1 = α+βg
with α ∈ klX . By evaluating this equation at φ
−1(y1), where y1 ∈ (Y
l)cl is a zero
of f , we see α′ = 1′, i.e., α ∈ (klX)
×{Σ′}. Similarly, by evaluating the equation
g1
g
= α
g
+ β at φ−1(y2), where y2 ∈ (Y
l)cl is a pole of g, we see β′ = 1′, i.e.,
β ∈ (klX)
×{Σ′}. Now, the proof of the assertion follows just similarly to the last
paragraph of the proof of [Sa¨ıdi-Tamagawa3], Lemma 4.9. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.22 we can deduce the following refined version
of the Grothendieck conjecture for (not necessarily proper) hyperbolic curves over
finite fields.
Theorem 4.23. (A Refined Version of the Grothendieck Conjecture for (Not Nec-
essarily Proper) Hyperbolic Curves over Finite Fields) Let U , V be (not necessarily
proper) hyperbolic curves over finite fields kU , kV of characteristic pU , pV , respec-
tively. Let ΣU ,ΣV ⊂ Primes be sets of prime numbers and set Σ
′
U
def
= Primes \ΣU ,
Σ′V
def
= Primes \ ΣV . Write ΠU , ΠV , for the geometrically pro-ΣU tame funda-
mental group of U and the geometrically pro-ΣV tame fundamental group of V ,
respectively. Let
α : ΠU
∼
→ ΠV
be an isomorphism of profinite groups. Assume that there exist open subgroups
ΠU ′ ⊂ ΠU , ΠV ′ ⊂ ΠV , which correspond to each other via α, i.e., ΠV ′
def
= α(ΠU ′),
corresponding to e´tale coverings U ′ → U , V ′ → V , such that the smooth compact-
ifications X ′ of U ′ and Y ′ of V ′ are hyperbolic, that ΣU is JX′ -large and that ΣV
is JY ′-large. Then α arises from a uniquely determined commutative diagram of
schemes:
U˜
∼
−−−−→ V˜y y
U
∼
−−−−→ V
in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are the
profinite e´tale coverings corresponding to the groups ΠU , ΠV , respectively.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.23. Let X , Y ,
X ′, Y ′ be the smooth compactifications of U , V , U ′, V ′, respectively. We consider
any open subgroup ΠU ′′ ⊂ ΠU corresponding to an e´tale covering U
′′ → U such
that ΠU ′′ is normal in ΠU , and that ΠU ′′ is contained in ΠU ′ . We refer to such a
subgroup ΠU ′′ ⊂ ΠU (resp. a covering U
′′ → U) as a nice subgroup of ΠU (resp.
a nice covering of U). Set ΠV ′′
def
= α(ΠU ′′), which corresponds to an e´tale covering
V ′′ → V . Let X ′′, Y ′′ be the smooth compactification of U ′′, V ′′, respectively.
(Note that X ′′, Y ′′ are hyperbolic, as they dominate X ′, Y ′, respectively.) By
Theorem 1.8(i), α : ΠU ′′
∼
→ ΠV ′′ induces α : ΠX′′
∼
→ ΠY ′′ .
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Note that by (the proof of) Theorem 4.22, applied to α : ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ induced
by α : ΠU ′
∼
→ ΠV ′ , we have Σ
def
= ΣU = ΣV ; p
def
= pU = pV ; Σ is kX′ -large
and kY ′-large; X
′ and Y ′ are almost Σ-separated; and α : ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ is pseudo-
constants-additive.
Lemma 4.24. (i) Σ is kX′′-large and kY ′′-large.
(ii) X ′′ and Y ′′ are almost Σ-separated.
(iii) α : ΠX′′
∼
→ ΠY ′′ is pseudo-constants-additive.
Proof. (i) This follows from the fact that kX′′ (resp. kY ′′) is a finite extension of
kX′ (resp. kY ′).
(ii) This follows from Proposition 2.11, together with the fact that X ′′ → X ′,
Y ′′ → Y ′ are tame-Galois.
(iii) This follows from the fact that the diagram
(k¯×X′′)
Σ τ←−−−− (k¯×Y ′′)
Σx x
(k¯×X′)
Σ τ←−−−− (k¯×Y ′)
Σ
is commutative, where the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms induced by α :
ΠX′′
∼
→ ΠY ′′ and α : ΠX′
∼
→ ΠY ′ , and the vertical arrows are isomorphisms
induced (via Kummer theory) by the natural homomorphisms ΠX′′ → ΠX′ and
ΠY ′′ → ΠY ′ (induced by ΠU ′′ →֒ ΠU ′ and ΠV ′′ →֒ ΠV ′ , respectively). Here, as
in the proof of Theorem 4.2, the commutativity of this diagram follows basically
from the functoriality of Kummer theory, together with the commutativity of the
diagram
MX′′ ←−−−− MY ′′x x
MX′ ←−−−− MY ′
where the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms induced by α (or, more precisely, by
α−1, via the functoriality of H2) and the vertical arrows are isomorphisms defined
geometrically via the identification of MX′ and MX′′ (resp. MY ′ and MY ′′) with
the Tate module of Gm over k¯X′ = k¯X′′ (resp. k¯Y ′ = k¯Y ′′). The commutativity
of this last diagram follows from the fact that the above (geometrically defined)
isomorphism MX′
∼
→MX‘′ (resp. MY ′
∼
→MY ′′) is identified with the composite of
the (X ′′
k¯X′′
: X ′
k¯X′
)-multiplication map MX′ → MX′ (resp. the (Y
′′
k¯Y ′′
: Y ′
k¯Y ′
)-
multiplication map MY ′ → MY ′) and the inverse of the natural isomorphism
MX′′
∼
→ (X ′′
k¯X′′
: X ′
k¯X′
)MX′ ⊂ MX′ (resp. MY ′′
∼
→ (Y ′′
k¯Y ′′
: Y ′
k¯Y ′
)MY ′ ⊂ MY ′)
induced by the inclusion MX′′ →MX′ (resp. MY ′′ →MY ′) arising from the func-
toriality of H2, and the fact that (X ′′
k¯X′′
: X ′
k¯X′
) = (∆U ′ : ∆U ′′) = (∆V ′ : ∆V ′′) =
(Y ′′
k¯Y ′′
: Y ′
k¯Y ′
). 
Thus, by Theorem 4.4, we obtain an isomorphism X ′′
∼
→ Y ′′. Further, this
isomorphism is Galois-equivariant with respect to α : ΠX
∼
→ ΠY . Indeed, this
Galois-equivariance can be proved just similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.18(ii).
Further, let U ′′1 → U , U
′′
2 → U be nice coverings of U such that ΠU ′′2 ⊂ ΠU ′′1 ,
V ′′2 → V , V
′′
1 → V corresponding nice coverings of V (via α : ΠU
∼
→ ΠV ), and
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X ′′1 , X
′′
2 , Y
′′
1 , Y
′′
2 the smooth compactifications of U
′′
1 , U
′′
2 , V
′′
1 , V
′′
2 , respectively. Then
the following diagram
X ′′2 −−−−→ Y
′′
2y y
X ′′1 −−−−→ Y
′′
1
is commutative, where the horizontal arrows are (Galois-equivariant) isomorphisms
induced by α : ΠX′′2
∼
→ ΠY ′′2 and α : ΠX′′1
∼
→ ΠY ′′1 , and the vertical arrows are
natural (finite) morphisms induced by finite e´tale coverings U ′′2 → U
′′
1 and V
′′
2 →
V ′′1 . Indeed, the proof of this commutativity is similar to the proof of Lemma
4.20. More precisely, recall the proof of Theorem 4.4. The isomorphism X ′′i
∼
→ Y ′′i
(i ∈ {1, 2}) is induced by the isomorphism R(Y ′′
i
)l
∼
→ R(X′′
i
)l obtained by applying
Theorem 5.7 to
P(R(X′′
i
)l) P(R(Y ′′
i
)l)
∪ ∪
R×
(X′′
i
)l
/(klX′′
i
)×
∼
← R×
(Y ′′
i
)l
/(klY ′′
i
)×
where
〈H×
(X′′
i
)l
〉 = R(X′′
i
)l ⊂ OE(X′′
i
)l
∪ ∪ ∪
H×
(X′′i )
l = R
×
(X′′i )
l ⊂ O
×
E
(X′′
i
)l
and
〈H×
(Y ′′
i
)l
〉 = R(Y ′′
i
)l ⊂ OE(Y ′′
i
)l
∪ ∪ ∪
H×
(Y ′′
i
)l
= R×
(Y ′′
i
)l
⊂ O×E
(Y ′′
i
)l
But the problem here (which does not occur in the proof of Lemma 4.20) is that
in general the natural inclusions K(X′′1 )l →֒ K(X′′2 )l , K(Y ′′1 )l →֒ K(Y ′′2 )l induced by
the (ramified) coverings f : X ′′2 → X
′′
1 , g : Y
′′
2 → Y
′′
1 , respectively, may not induce
inclusions OE
(X′′
1
)l
→֒ OE
(X′′
2
)l
, OE
(Y ′′
1
)l
→֒ OE
(Y ′′
2
)l
, respectively. This is because it
is unclear if f−1(E′′X′′1
) = E′′X′′2
, g−1(E′′Y ′′1
) = E′′Y ′′2
hold.
Here, the remedy is to resort to Proposition 2.11(ii) instead of Proposition 2.11(i).
So, for each nice covering U ′′ → U (resp. V ′′ → V ), define EX′′ (resp. EY ′′) to be
the inverse image of EX′ ∪ (X
′ \U ′) (resp. EY ′ ∪ (Y
′ \V ′)) in X ′′ (resp. Y ′′). Then
we have EX′′ ⊂ EX′′ , EY ′′ ⊂ EY ′′ . In particular, let l be a (X
′,Σ)-admissible prime
number (then l is automatically (Y ′,Σ)-admissible). Then l is (X ′′,Σ)-admissible
and (Y ′′,Σ)-admissible for all nice coverings U ′′ → U and V ′′ → V . Now, replacing
EX′′ , EY ′′ by EX′′ , EY ′′ in the various definitions, we obtain
〈H×
(X′′)l
〉 = R(X′′)l ⊂ OE(X′′)l
∪ ∪ ∪
H×
(X′′)l
= R×
(X′′)l
⊂ O×E
(X′′)l
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and
〈H×
(Y ′′)l
〉 = R(Y ′′)l ⊂ OE(Y ′′)l
∪ ∪ ∪
H×
(Y ′′)l
= R×
(Y ′′)l
⊂ O×E
(Y ′′)l
As in Lemma 4.13, we have Fr(R(X′′)l) = K(X′′)l and Fr(R(Y ′′)l) = K(Y ′′)l . Then
we may apply Theorem 5.7 to
P(R(X′′)l) P(R(Y ′′)l)
∪ ∪
R×
(X′′)l
/(klX′′)
× ∼← R×
(Y ′′)l
/(klY ′′
i
)×
to obtain R(Y ′′)l
∼
→ R(X′′)l . By the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 5.7, the
diagram
R(X′′)l ←−−−− R(Y ′′)lx x
R(X′′)l ←−−−− R(Y ′′)l
commutes, where the vertical arrows are natural inclusions. In particular, R(Y ′′)l
∼
→
R(X′′)l and R(Y ′′)l
∼
→ R(X′′)l induce the same isomorphisms KY ′′
∼
→ KX′′ and
X ′′
∼
→ Y ′′.
Now, as in the proof of Lemma 4.20, we can prove that the diagrams
R(X′′2 )l ←−−−− R(Y ′′2 )lx x
R(X′′1 )l ←−−−− R(Y ′′1 )l
KX′′2 ←−−−− KY ′′2x x
KX′′1 ←−−−− KY ′′1
and
X ′′2 −−−−→ Y
′′
2y y
X ′′1 −−−−→ Y
′′
1
commute, as desired.
Now, passing to nice open subgroups of ΠU and ΠV which correspond to each
other via α, we obtain an isomorphism
X˜U
∼
→ Y˜V
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which is Galois-equivariant with respect to α : ΠU
∼
→ ΠV , where X˜U , Y˜V are the
integral closures of X , Y in (the function fields of) U˜ , V˜ , respectively. (Note that
in general X˜U , Y˜V do not coincide with X˜, Y˜ .) Further, dividing both sides of
this isomorphism by the actions of ΠU and ΠV , it follows that the isomorphism
X˜U
∼
→ Y˜V fits into a commutative diagram
X˜U
∼
−−−−→ Y˜Vy y
X
∼
−−−−→ Y
Finally, removing the ramification loci from this last diagram, we obtain the desired
commutative diagram
U˜
∼
−−−−→ V˜y y
U
∼
−−−−→ V
in which the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms and the vertical arrows are the
profinite e´tale coverings corresponding to the groups ΠU , ΠV , respectively.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.23. 
§5. On the fundamental theorem of projective geometry. Throughout this
section all fields are assumed to be commutative. For a field k and a vector space
V over k, define P(V ) to be the projective space associated to V :
P(V )
def
= (V \ {0})/k×,
and define L(V ) (⊂ 2P(V )) to be the set of lines on P(V ). Thus, P(V ) (resp.
L(V )) is also identified with the set of 1-dimensional (resp. 2-dimensional) k-vector
subspaces of V . For each x ∈ V \ {0}, denote the point of P(V ) corresponding to x
by x¯. We say that a set of points in P(V ) is collinear, if there exists a line in L(V )
which contains all of them. We say that a set of lines in L(V ) is concurrent, if there
exists a point in P(V ) which is contained in all of them. We set Pn(k)
def
= P(kn) for
each n ≥ 0.
It is well-known and easily proved that the projective space (P(V ),L(V )) satisfies
the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1 (cf. [EDM], 343). Let k be a field and V a vector space over
k.
(i) (Axioms of projective geometry) The following (I)-(III) hold.
(I) If p, q ∈ P(V ), p 6= q, then there exists a unique ℓ ∈ L(V ), such that p, q ∈ ℓ.
We denote this line ℓ by p ∨ q.
(II) If p0, p1, p2, q1, q2 ∈ P(V ), p0, p1, p2 are not collinear, q1 6= q2, p0, p1, q1 are
collinear and p0, p2, q2 are collinear, then p1 ∨ p2, q1 ∨ q2 are concurrent.
(III) If ℓ ∈ L(V ), then ♯(ℓ) ≥ 3.
(ii) (Desargues’ theorem) If p1, p2, p3, q1, q2, q3 ∈ P(V ), p1, p2, p3 are not collinear,
q1, q2, q3 are not collinear, p1 6= q1, p2 6= q2 and p3 6= q3, then: “p1 ∨ q1, p2 ∨
q2, p3 ∨ q3 are concurrent” if and only if “(p2 ∨ p3)∩ (q2 ∨ q3), (p3 ∨ p1)∩ (q3 ∨ q1),
(p1 ∨ p2) ∩ (q1 ∨ q2) are collinear”. 
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Now, roughly speaking, the fundamental theorem of projective geometry asserts
that the information carried by the pair (k, V ) is equivalent to that carried by the
pair (P(V ),L(V )).
To be more precise, from now on, let ki be a field and Vi a vector space over ki,
for i = 1, 2.
Definition 5.2. (i) An (A semilinear) isomorphism (k1, V1)
∼
→ (k2, V2) is a pair
(µ, λ), where µ is an isomorphism k1
∼
→ k2 of fields and λ is an isomorphism V1
∼
→ V2
of abelian groups, such that, for each a ∈ k1 and x ∈ V1, one has λ(ax) = µ(a)λ(x).
(In fact, when Vi 6= 0, µ is determined uniquely by λ, hence we may say that λ is
an (a semilinear) isomorphism.)
(ii) A collineation (P(V1),L(V1))
∼
→ (P(V2),L(V2)) is a pair (σ, τ), where σ is a
bijection P(V1)
∼
→ P(V2) and τ is a bijection L(V1)
∼
→ L(V2), such that, for each
ℓ ∈ L(V1), one has τ(ℓ) = σ(ℓ)(
def
= {σ(p) | p ∈ ℓ}). (In fact, τ is determined uniquely
by σ, hence we may say that σ is a collineation.)
Theorem 5.3 (Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry, cf. [Artin]).
(i) Each isomorphism (µ, λ) : (k1, V1)
∼
→ (k2, V2) naturally induces a collineation
(σ, τ) : (P(V1),L(V1))
∼
→ (P(V2),L(V2)) by setting σ(x¯)
def
= λ(x) for x ∈ V1 \ {0}.
(ii) Assume that dimki(Vi) ≥ 3 for i = 1, 2. Then, for each collineation (σ, τ) :
(P(V1),L(V1))
∼
→ (P(V2),L(V2)), there exists an isomorphism (µ, λ) : (k1, V1)
∼
→
(k2, V2) that induces (σ, τ) : (P(V1),L(V1))
∼
→ (P(V2),L(V2)) (in the sense of (i)).
Further, such an isomorphism (µ, λ) is unique up to scalar multiplication. More
precisely, if (µ, λ), (µ′, λ′) are such isomorphisms (that induce the same collineation
(σ, τ)), then there exists an (in fact, a unique) element a ∈ k×1 such that µ
′ = µ
and λ′(−) = λ(a · −). 
The aim of this section is to give a refined version of the fundamental theorem of
projective geometry, where certain “partial” collineations defined over “sufficiently
large” subsets of projective spaces are considered. To formulate it precisely, let us
first define what are “sufficiently large” subsets of projective spaces.
Definition 5.4. Let k be a field. Let S be a set of subsets of P1(k).
(i) We say that S is PGL2-stable, if, for any S ∈ S and any σ ∈ PGL2(k), one has
σ(S) ∈ S.
(ii) Let m,n be integers ≥ 0. Then we say that S is (m,n)-admissible, if S is
PGL2-stable and, for any 0 ≤ m
′ ≤ m, 0 ≤ n′ ≤ n, any S1, . . . , Sm′ ∈ S, and any
p1, . . . , pn′ ∈ P
1(k), one has
S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sm′ ∪ {p1, . . . , pn′} ( P
1(k).
(Thus, if m1 ≥ m2 ≥ 0, n1 ≥ n2 ≥ 0, then S: (m1, n1)-admissible =⇒ S:
(m2, n2)-admissible.) )
(iii) We say that S is admissible, if S is (m,n)-admissible for all integers m,n ≥ 0.
(iv) Assume that S is PGL2-stable. Then, for each 1-dimensional projective space
ℓ over k, we set
Sℓ
def
= {S ⊂ ℓ | α(S) ∈ S for some α : ℓ
∼
→
k
P1(k)}.
(By assumption, we see that “for some α” in this definition may be replaced by
“for all α” and that S = SP1(k).)
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Remark 5.5. We have:
S: (m,n)-admissible⇐= ∀S ∈ S, ♯(P1(k)) > m♯(S) + n⇐⇒ ♯(k) > m♯(S) + n− 1.
In particular, if S = {∅}, we have:
S: (m,n)-admissible⇐⇒ ♯(P 1(k)) > n⇐⇒ ♯(k) ≥ n.
Definition 5.6. Let k be a field, V a vector space over k, and U a subset of P(V ).
(o) For each line ℓ ∈ L(V ), we write ℓU
def
= ℓ∩U and ℓUc
def
= ℓ∩ (P(V ) \U) = ℓ \ ℓU .
(i) We define L(V )U ⊂ L(V ) by:
L(V )U
def
= {ℓ ∈ L(V ) | ℓU 6= ∅}.
(ii) Let S be a PGL2-stable set of subsets of P
1(k). Then we define L(V )U,S ⊂ L(V )
by:
L(V )U,S
def
= {ℓ ∈ L(V ) | ℓUc ∈ Sℓ}.
(iii) Let S be a PGL2-stable set of subsets of P
1(k). We say that U is S-ample, if
the following conditions (1)(2) hold.
(1) U 6= ∅.
(2) L(V )U ⊂ L(V )U,S . Equivalently, for each ℓ ∈ L(V ), either ℓU = ∅ or ℓUc ∈ Sℓ.
(When S is (1, 0)-admissible, one automatically has L(V )U,S ⊂ L(V )U , and the
above condition (2) is then equivalent to: L(V )U = L(V )U,S .)
Now, return to the situation of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry.
Namely, let ki be a field and Vi a vector space over ki, for i = 1, 2. The main result
in this section is the following refinement of the fundamental theorem of projective
geometry.
Theorem 5.7. Assume that dimki(Vi) ≥ 3 for i = 1, 2. Let Ui be a subset of
P(Vi) for i = 1, 2, and assume that Ui is Si-ample for some (3, 2)-admissible set
Si of subsets of P
1(ki) for i = 1, 2. Let σ : U1
∼
→ U2 and τ : L(V1)U1
∼
→ L(V2)U2
be bijections such that for each ℓ ∈ L(V1)U1 , one has τ(ℓ)U2 = σ(ℓU1). Then,
each such (σ, τ) : (U1,L(V1)U1)
∼
→ (U2,L(V2)U2) uniquely extends to a collineation
(σ˜, τ˜) : (P(V1),L(V1))
∼
→ (P(V2),L(V2)). In particular, there exists an isomorphism
(µ, λ) : (k1, V1)
∼
→ (k2, V2) that induces (σ, τ) : (U1,L(V1)U1)
∼
→ (U2,L(V2)U2), and
such an isomorphism (µ, λ) is unique up to scalar multiplication.
Proof. Step 0. The second assertion follows from the first assertion and Theorem
5.3. So, let us concentrate on the proof of the first assertion.
Step 1. Claim: If p ∈ U1, then τ : L(V1)U1
∼
→ L(V2)U2 induces a bijection of subsets
L(V1){p}
∼
→ L(V2){σ(p)}.
Indeed, for each ℓ ∈ L(V1)U1 , one has
ℓ ∈ L(V1){p} ⇐⇒ p ∈ ℓ
⇐⇒ p ∈ ℓU1
⇐⇒ σ(p) ∈ σ(ℓU1) = τ(ℓ)U2
⇐⇒ σ(p) ∈ τ(ℓ)
⇐⇒ τ(ℓ) ∈ L(V2){σ(p)},
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as desired.
Step 2. Claim: If p ∈ P(V1), then there exists a unique point p
′ ∈ P(V2), such
that τ : L(V1)U1
∼
→ L(V2)U2 induces a bijection of subsets L(V1){p} ∩ L(V1)U1
∼
→
L(V2){p′} ∩ L(V2)U2 . If, moreover, p ∈ U1, then p
′ = σ(p).
Step 2-1. Claim: Two lines ℓ1, ℓ2 ∈ L(V1)U1 are concurrent, if and only if so are
τ(ℓ1), τ(ℓ2) ∈ L(V2)U2 .
Indeed, it suffices to prove the ‘only if’ part, since the ‘if’ part is obtained by
applying the ‘only if’ part to σ−1 : U2
∼
→ U1. Now, the ‘only if’ part is clear if
ℓ1 = ℓ2. So, assume ℓ1 6= ℓ2. Then, as ℓ1, ℓ2 are concurrent, there is a (unique) point
p ∈ P(V ) such that ℓ1∩ℓ2 = {p}. If p ∈ U1, then σ(p) ∈ τ(ℓ1), τ(ℓ2) by Step 1, hence
τ(ℓ1), τ(ℓ2) are concurrent, as desired. So, we may and shall assume that p 6∈ U1.
For each i = 1, 2, choose pi ∈ (ℓi)U1 = ℓi \ ((ℓi)Uc1 ) 6= ∅ ((1, 0)-admissibility). As
p1 ∈ ℓ1 \ ℓ2 and p2 ∈ ℓ2 \ ℓ1, one has p1 6= p2. So, set m
def
= p1 ∨ p2. As p1 ∈ U1, one
has m ∈ L(V1)U1 . Next, take q ∈ mU1 \ {p1, p2} = m \ (mUc1 ∪{p1, p2}) 6= ∅ ((1, 2)-
admissibility). Consider the projection (or perspective mapping) α : ℓ1
∼
→ ℓ2 with
respect to the center q. More precisely, α is defined by {α(x)} = (x∨q)∩ℓ2 for each
x ∈ ℓ1. (In particular, α(p1) = p2 and α(p) = p.) Take q1 ∈ ((ℓ1)U1 ∩α
−1((ℓ2)U1))\
{p1} = ℓ1 \ ((ℓ1)Uc1 ∪ α
−1((ℓ2)Uc1 ) ∪ {p1}) 6= ∅ ((2, 1)-admissibility), and set q2
def
=
α(q1) and n = q1 ∨ q (= q2 ∨ q = q1 ∨ q2). (Thus, q2 ∈ ((ℓ2)U1 ∩ α((ℓ1)U1)) \ {p2},
and, as q1 ∈ U1, one has n ∈ L(V1)U1 . ) Now, one has q, p1, q1, p2, q2 ∈ U1, q, p1, q1
are not collinear, p2 6= q2, q, p1, p2 ∈ m and q, q1, q2 ∈ n. Accordingly, one has
σ(q), σ(p1), σ(q1), σ(p2), σ(q2) ∈ U2, σ(q), σ(p1), σ(q1) not collinear, σ(p2) 6= σ(q2),
and, by Step 1, σ(p1), σ(p2), σ(q) ∈ τ(m) and σ(q1), σ(q2), σ(q) ∈ τ(n). Further,
as p1, q1 ∈ ℓ1 (p1 6= q1) and p2, q2 ∈ ℓ2 (p2 6= q2), one has σ(p1), σ(q1) ∈ τ(ℓ1)
(with σ(p1) 6= σ(q1)) and σ(p2), σ(q2) ∈ τ(ℓ2) (with σ(p2) 6= σ(q2)) by Step 1.
Now, by Proposition 5.1(i)(II), this implies that τ(ℓ1) = σ(p1) ∨ σ(q1) and τ(ℓ2) =
σ(p2) ∨ σ(q1) are concurrent, as desired.
Step 2-2. Claim: Three lines ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3 ∈ L(V1)U1 are concurrent, if and only if so
are τ(ℓ1), τ(ℓ2), τ(ℓ3) ∈ L(V2)U2 .
Indeed, it suffices to prove the ‘only if’ part, since the ‘if’ part is obtained by
applying the ‘only if’ part to σ−1 : U2
∼
→ U1. Now, the ‘only if’ part follows
from (the ‘only if’ part of) Step 2-1 if ℓi = ℓj for some i 6= j. So, assume that
ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3 are mutually distinct and set ℓ1 ∩ ℓ2 ∩ ℓ3 = {p}. If p ∈ U1, then σ(p) ∈
τ(ℓ1), τ(ℓ2), τ(ℓ3) by Step 1, hence τ(ℓ1), τ(ℓ2), τ(ℓ3) are concurrent, as desired. So,
we may and shall assume that p 6∈ U1. Take p1 ∈ (ℓ1)U1 6= ∅ and p2 ∈ (ℓ2)U1 6=
∅. Take p3 ∈ (ℓ3)U1 \ ((p1 ∨ p2) ∩ ℓ3) = ℓ3 \ ((ℓ3)Uc1 ∪ ((p1 ∨ p2) ∩ ℓ3)) 6= ∅
((1, 1)-admissibility). Take q1 ∈ (ℓ1)U1 \ {p1} = ℓ1 \ ((ℓ1)Uc1 ∪ {p1}) 6= ∅ ((1, 1)-
admissibility). Let α : ℓ2
∼
→ (p1 ∨ p2) be the projection with respect to the center
q1: {α(x)} = (x ∨ q1) ∩ (p1 ∨ p2). Take q2 ∈ (ℓ2)U1 ∩ α
−1((p1 ∨ p2)U1) \ {p2} =
ℓ1 \ ((ℓ1)Uc1 ∪ α
−1((p1 ∨ p2)Uc1 ) ∪ {p2}) 6= ∅ ((2, 1)-admissibility), and set r12
def
=
α(q2) ∈ (p1 ∨ p2)U1 \ {p1, p2}. Let β : ℓ3
∼
→ (p2 ∨ p3) be the projection with
respect to the center q2: {β(x)} = (x ∨ q2) ∩ (p2 ∨ p3) and γ : ℓ3
∼
→ (p3 ∨ p1)
the projection with respect to the center q1: {γ(x)} = (x ∨ q1) ∩ (p3 ∨ p1). Take
q3 ∈ ((ℓ3)U1 ∩ β
−1((p2 ∨ p3)U1) ∩ γ
−1((p3 ∨ p1)U1)) \ ({p3} ∪ ((q1 ∨ q2) ∩ ℓ3)) =
ℓ3 \ ((ℓ3)Uc1 ∪ β
−1((p2 ∨ p3)Uc1 ) ∪ γ
−1((p3 ∨ p1)Uc1 ) ∪ {p3} ∪ ((q1 ∨ q2) ∩ ℓ3)) 6= ∅
(here, we use the (3, 2)-admissibility assumption fully), and set r23
def
= β(q3) ∈
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(p2 ∨ p3)U1 \ {p2, p3} and r31
def
= γ(q3) ∈ (p3 ∨ p1)U1 \ {p3, p1}. Now, one has
p1, p2, p3, q1, q2, q3, r12, r23, r31 ∈ U1 with p1, p2, p3 not collinear and q1, q2, q3 not
collinear, p1, q1 ∈ ℓ1 with p1 6= q1, p2, q2 ∈ ℓ2 with p2 6= q2, p3, q3 ∈ ℓ3 with p3 6= q3,
{r12} = (p1∨p2)∩(q1∨q2), {r23} = (p2∨p3)∩(q2∨q3), {r31} = (p3∨p1)∩(q3∨q1),
and ℓ1 = p1 ∨ q1, ℓ2 = p2 ∨ q2, ℓ3 = p3 ∨ q3 are concurrent. Then, by (the
‘ =⇒ ’ part of) Proposition 5.1(ii), r12, r23, r31 are collinear. Accordingly (by Step
1), one has σ(p1), σ(p2), σ(p3), σ(q1), σ(q2), σ(q3), σ(r12), σ(r23), σ(r31) ∈ U2 with
σ(p1), σ(p2), σ(p3) not collinear and σ(q1), σ(q2), σ(q3) not collinear, σ(p1), σ(q1) ∈
τ(ℓ1) with σ(p1) 6= σ(q1), σ(p2), σ(q2) ∈ τ(ℓ2) with σ(p2) 6= σ(q2), σ(p3), σ(q3) ∈
τ(ℓ3) with σ(p3) 6= σ(q3), {σ(r12)} = (σ(p1) ∨ σ(p2)) ∩ (σ(q1) ∨ σ(q2)), {σ(r23)} =
(σ(p2) ∨ σ(p3)) ∩ (σ(q2) ∨ σ(q3)), {σ(r31)} = (σ(p3) ∨ σ(p1)) ∩ (σ(q3) ∨ σ(q1)), and
σ(r12), σ(r23), σ(r31) are collinear. Now, by (the ‘⇐= ’ part of) Proposition 5.1(ii),
τ(ℓ1) = σ(p1) ∨ σ(q1), τ(ℓ2) = σ(p2) ∨ σ(q2), τ(ℓ3) = σ(p3) ∨ σ(q3) are concurrent,
as desired.
Step 2-3. Claim: If p ∈ P(Vi) for i = 1, 2 , one has
⋂
ℓ∈L(Vi){p}∩L(Vi)Ui
ℓ = {p}.
Indeed, we may assume that i = 1. First, “⊃” is clear. So, to prove “⊂”, it
suffices to show that the left-hand side is of cardinality at most one. Then, since
two distinct lines intersect at at most one point, it suffices to prove that there are
at least two elements ℓ ∈ L(V1){p}∩L(V1)U1 . Consider the two cases separately: (i)
p ∈ U1; and (ii) p 6∈ U1. In case (i), as dim(P(V1)) ≥ 2, hence there exist q, r ∈ P(V1)
such that p, q, r are not collinear. Then p ∨ q and p ∨ r are two distinct lines that
belong to L(V1){p} ∩ L(V1)U1 . In case (ii), as U1 6= ∅, take q ∈ U1. (Thus, q 6= p.)
As dim(P(V1)) ≥ 2, hence there exists r ∈ P(V1) such that p, q, r are not collinear.
Observe q∨r ∈ L(V1)U1 , and take s ∈ (q∨r)U1 \{q, r} = (q∨r)\((q∨r)Uc1 ∪{q, r}) 6=
∅ ((1, 2)-admissibility). Now, p ∨ q and p ∨ s are two distinct lines that belong to
L(V1){p} ∩ L(V1)U1 .
Step 2-4. Claim: If p ∈ P(V1),
⋂
ℓ∈L(V1){p}∩L(V1)U1
τ(ℓ)
is a subset of P(V2) of cardinality one. (Denote it by {p
′}.)
Indeed, for each pair ℓ,m ∈ L(V1){p} ∩ L(V1)U1 with ℓ 6= m, τ(ℓ) ∩ τ(m) is of
cardinality one by Step 2-1. So, set τ(ℓ) ∩ τ(m) = {p′ℓ,m}. In fact, the point p
′
ℓ,m
does not depend on the pair ℓ,m. Indeed, let ℓ′, m′ ∈ L(V1){p} ∩ L(V1)U1 be any
pair with ℓ′ 6= m′. If ♯{ℓ,m, ℓ′, m′} = 2, then it is clear that p′ℓ,m = p
′
ℓ′,m′ . If
♯{ℓ,m, ℓ′, m′} = 3, then it follows from Step 2-2 that τ(ℓ), τ(m), τ(ℓ′), τ(m′) are
concurrent, hence p′ℓ,m = p
′
ℓ′,m′ . If ♯{ℓ,m, ℓ
′, m′} = 4, then, again by Step 2-2, one
has
p′ℓ,m = p
′
ℓ,m′ = p
′
ℓ′,m′ .
Now, write p′ = p′ℓ,m for some (or, equivalently, all) pair ℓ,m ∈ L(V1){p} ∩L(V1)U1
with ℓ 6= m. Here, note that, as shown in the proof of Step 2-3, L(V1){p} ∩L(V1)U1
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is of cardinality at least two, hence at least one such pair ℓ,m exists. Then, by
definition, one has ⋂
ℓ∈L(V1){p}∩L(V1)U1
τ(ℓ) = {p′},
as desired.
Step 2-5. End of Step 2.
Let p ∈ L(V1) and define p
′ ∈ L(V2) as in Step 2-4. Then one has
τ(L(V1){p} ∩ L(V1)U1) ⊂ L(V2){p′} ∩ L(V2)U2 .
Applying this to σ−1 : U2
∼
→ U1 and p
′ ∈ L(V2), we obtain
τ−1(L(V2){p′} ∩ L(V2)U2) ⊂ L(V1){p′′} ∩ L(V1)U1
for some unique p′′ ∈ L(V1). Combining these containment relations, we conclude
L(V1){p} ∩ L(V1)U1 ⊂ L(V1){p′′} ∩ L(V1)U1 ,
which, together with Step 2-3, implies that {p} ⊃ {p′′}, hence p = p′′, and that
τ(L(V1){p} ∩ L(V1)U1) = L(V2){p′} ∩ L(V2)U2 ,
as desired.
The uniqueness of p′ is clear by Step 2-3. This uniqueness, together with Step
1, implies p′ = σ(p) for p ∈ U1.
Step 3. We define σ˜ : P(V1) → P(V2) to be the map that sends p ∈ P(V1) to
p′ ∈ P(V2) defined in Step 2. (Thus, in particular, σ˜(p) = σ(p) if p ∈ U1.)
Claim: σ˜ is a collineation. (More precisely, there exists a (unique) bijection τ˜ :
L(V1)
∼
→ L(V2), such that (σ˜, τ˜) is a collineation.)
Step 3-1. Claim: σ˜ : P(V1)→ P(V2) is a bijection.
Indeed, starting with σ−1 : U2
∼
→ U1 instead of σ, we obtain σ˜−1 : P(V2) →
P(V1), which turns out to be the inverse of σ˜ from the uniqueness assertion of Step
2.
Step 3-2. Claim: If ℓ ∈ L(V1)U1 , then σ˜(ℓ) = τ(ℓ) (∈ L(V2)U2).
Indeed, let ℓ ∈ L(V1)U1 and p ∈ ℓ. Then, just by the definition of σ˜, we have
σ˜(p) ∈ τ(ℓ). Namely, we obtain σ˜(ℓ) ⊂ τ(ℓ). Applying this to σ−1 : U2
∼
→ U1
and τ(ℓ) ∈ L(V2)U2 (and noting that σ˜
−1 = σ˜−1 as shown in Step 3-1), we obtain
σ˜−1(τ(ℓ)) ⊂ τ−1(τ(ℓ)) = ℓ, or, equivalently, τ(ℓ) ⊂ σ˜(ℓ). Combining these, we
obtain σ˜(ℓ) = τ(ℓ), as desired.
Step 3-3. Claim: Three points p1, p2, p3 ∈ P(V1) are collinear, if and only if so are
σ˜(p1), σ˜(p2), σ˜(p3).
Indeed, it suffices to prove the ‘only if’ part, since the ‘if’ part is obtained by
applying the ‘only if’ part to σ−1 : U2
∼
→ U1. If ♯{p1, p2, p3} ≤ 2, the assertion
is clear. So, we may assume that p1, p2, p3 are mutually distinct. In particular,
the line ℓ containing p1, p2, p3 (whose existence is ensured by the collinearity of
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p1, p2, p3) is unique. Next, if ℓ ∈ L(V1)U1 , then the assertion follows immediately
from Step 3-2. So, we may assume that ℓ 6∈ L(V1)U1 , i.e., ℓ ∩ U1 = ∅.
Take q1 ∈ U1 6= ∅. As ℓ ∩ U1 = ∅, we have q1 6∈ ℓ, hence there exists a unique
plane P ⊂ P(V1) containing both ℓ and q1. We shall construct various points in
P ∩ U1. Let α : (q1 ∨ p3)
∼
→ (q1 ∨ p2) be the projection with respect to the center
p1: {α(x)} = (x∨ p1)∩ (q1 ∨ p2). Take q2 ∈ (q1 ∨ p3)U1 ∩ α
−1((q1 ∨ p2)U1) \ {q1} =
(q1 ∨ p3) \ ((q1 ∨ p3)Uc1 ∪ α
−1((q1 ∨ p2)Uc1 ) ∪ {q1}) 6= ∅ ((2, 1)-admissibility), and
set q3
def
= α(q2) ∈ (q1 ∨ p2)U1 ∩ α((q1 ∨ p3)U1) \ {q1}. Next, take r1 ∈ P ∩ U1 \
((q1 ∨ p3) ∪ (q1 ∨ p2)) ⊃ (q1 ∨ p1)U1 \ {q1} = (q1 ∨ p1) \ ((q1 ∨ p1)Uc1 ∪ {q1}) 6= ∅
((1, 1)-admissibility). Let β : (r1 ∨ p3)
∼
→ (r1 ∨ p2) be the projection with respect
to the center p1: {β(x)} = (x ∨ p1) ∩ (r1 ∨ p2). Let γ : (r1 ∨ p3)
∼
→ (r1 ∨ q1) be
the projection with respect to the center q2: {γ(x)} = (x ∨ q2) ∩ (r1 ∨ q1). Take
r2 ∈ (r1 ∨ p3)U1 ∩ β
−1((r1 ∨ p2)U1) ∩ γ
−1((r1 ∨ q1)U1) \ {r1} = (r1 ∨ p3) \ ((r1 ∨
p3)Uc1 ∪ β
−1((r1 ∨ p2)Uc1 ) ∪ γ
−1((r1 ∨ q1)Uc1 ) ∪ {r1}) 6= ∅ ((3, 1)-admissibility), and
set r3
def
= β(r2) ∈ (r1 ∨ p2)U1 \ {r1}.
First, q1, q2, q3 are not collinear. Indeed, otherwise, q1, p2, p3 must also be
collinear, which contradicts the choice of q1. Second, r1, r2, r3 are not collinear.
Indeed, otherwise, r1, p3, p2 must also be collinear, which contradicts the choice of
r1. (r1 ∈ U1 and p3 ∨ p2 = ℓ ⊂ U
c
1 .) Third, q1 6= r1. Indeed, this follows from
the definition of r1. Fourth, q2 6= r2. Indeed, otherwise, q2 = r2 ∈ r1 ∨ p3, hence
r1 ∈ q2 ∨ p3 = q1 ∨ p3, which contradicts the choice of r1. Fifth, q3 6= r3. Indeed,
otherwise, q3 = r3, hence r1 ∈ r1∨p2 = r3∨p2 = q3∨p2 = q1∨p2, which contradicts
the choice of r1.
Thus, one may apply (the ‘⇐= ’ part of) Proposition 5.1(ii) to q1, q2, q3, r1, r2, r3.
Then there exists s ∈ P(V ), such that s, q1, r1 are collinear, s, q2, r2 are collinear,
and s, q3, r3 are collinear. By definition, s = γ(r2) ∈ U1.
By Step 3-2, σ(q1), σ(q2), σ(q3) are not collinear, σ(r1), σ(r2), σ(r3) are not collinear,
σ(s), σ(q1), σ(r1) are collinear, σ(s), σ(q2), σ(r2) are collinear, and σ(s), σ(q3), σ(r3)
are collinear. Also, as σ is a bijection, one has σ(q1) 6= σ(r1), σ(q2) 6= σ(r2)
and σ(q3) 6= σ(r3). Thus, applying (the ‘ =⇒ ’ part of) Proposition 5.1(ii) to
σ(q1),σ(q2),σ(q3),σ(r1),σ(r2),σ(r3), we conclude that σ˜(p1) = (σ(q2) ∨ σ(q3)) ∩
(σ(r2)∨ σ(r3)), σ˜(p2) = (σ(q3)∨ σ(q1))∩ (σ(r3)∨ σ(r1)), σ˜(p3) = (σ(q1)∨ σ(q2))∩
(σ(r1) ∨ σ(r2)) are collinear, as desired.
Step 3-4. Claim: If ℓ ∈ L(V1), then σ˜(ℓ) ∈ L(V2).
Indeed, for each pair p, q ∈ ℓ with p 6= q, set ℓ′p,q
def
= σ˜(p) ∨ σ˜(q) ∈ L(V2).
In fact, the line ℓ′p,q does not depend on the pair p, q. Indeed, let p
′, q′ ∈ ℓ be
any pair with p′ 6= q′. If ♯{p, q, p′, q′} = 2, then it is clear that ℓ′p,q = ℓ
′
p′,q′ .
If ♯{p, q, p′, q′} = 3, then it follows from Step 3-3 that σ˜(p), σ˜(q), σ˜(p′), σ˜(q′) are
collinear, hence ℓ′p,q = ℓ
′
p′,q′. If ♯{p, q, p
′, q′} = 4, then, again by Step 3-3, one has
ℓ′p,q = ℓ
′
p,q′ = ℓ
′
p′,q′ .
Now, write ℓ′ = ℓ′p,q for some (or, equivalently, all) pair p, q ∈ ℓ with p 6= q. Here,
note that, by Proposition 5.1(i)(III), at least one such pair p, q exists. Then, by
definition, σ˜(ℓ) ⊂ ℓ′ or, equivalently, σ(ℓ) ⊂ σ˜−1(ℓ′).
Applying this to σ−1 : U2
∼
→ U1 and ℓ
′ ∈ L(V2), we obtain σ˜
−1(ℓ′) = σ˜−1(ℓ′) ⊂ ℓ′′
for some ℓ′ ∈ L(V1). Combining these containment relations, we conclude ℓ ⊂ ℓ
′′,
which implies ℓ = ℓ′′ and σ˜(ℓ) = ℓ′, as desired.
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Step 3-5. End of Step 3.
By Step 3-4, we may define τ˜ : L(V1) → L(V2) to be the map that sends ℓ ∈
L(V1) to σ˜(ℓ) ∈ L(V2). (Note that τ˜ : L(V1) → L(V2) is an extension of τ :
L(V1)U1 → L(V2)U2 , by Step 3-2.) Applying this to σ
−1 : U2
∼
→ U1, we may
also define τ˜ ′ : L(V2) → L(V1) to be the map that sends ℓ
′ ∈ L(V2) to σ˜
−1(ℓ′) =
σ˜−1(ℓ′) ∈ L(V1). By definition, it is immediate to prove that τ˜
′ is the inverse map
of τ˜ , and, in particular, that τ˜ is a bijection. Now, by the very definition of τ˜ ,
(σ˜, τ˜) : (P(V1),L(V1))
∼
→ (P(V2),L(V2)) is a collineation, as desired.
Step 4. Uniqueness. If (σ˜, τ˜) : (P(V1),L(V1))
∼
→ (P(V2),L(V2)) is a collineation,
then, for each p ∈ P(V1), the bijection τ˜ : L(V1)
∼
→ L(V2) induces a bijection
of subsets L(V1){p}
∼
→ L(V2){σ˜(p)}. So, if (σ˜, τ˜) extends (σ, τ) : (U1,L(V1)U1)
∼
→
(U2,L(V2)U2), then τ˜ (or, equivalently, τ) induces a bijection of subsets L(V1){p} ∩
L(V1)U1
∼
→ L(V2){p′} ∩ L(V2)U2 . Thus, the uniqueness assertion in Theorem 5.7
follows from the uniqueness assertion in Step 2. (Recall the fact that τ˜ is determined
by σ˜ uniquely.) 
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